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Eastern's plane a/lows President Francis Willis (left) to visit
tliree Plant Food Division plants the same day, just as it lets
Assistant Vice President Sherry Herren and Executive Vice
President Harold Segars maintain contact with distribution
activities in both Florida and South Carolina. Above left,
a Plant Food plant. Left, Imeson International Industrial
Park Cooler Room, /acksonville. Below, our 350,000 sq.ft.
headquarters site at Donaldson Industrial Park, Greenville.
Ideally situated to serve you.
If distribution is part of the business you go back to after the game, check with Eastern.
We offer you excellent facilities and service in two ideal locations: Greenville, South Carolina,
and Jacksonville, Florida.
We're your source for metered-to-any-formula fertilizer, too, from Plant Food Division
plants near Greenville-Spartanburg, S. C, and Greensboro and Charlotte, N. C. Plants that
are the most modern of their kind this side of the Mississippi.
You can find out more about Eastern by calling us at the number below. Or come see us at
Donaldson Industrial Park. You'll find we're an experienced, hard-working team!
EASTERN DISTRIBUTION, INC.
TELEPHONE 803/277-2475 • BOX 5702
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA 29606
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For the second consecutive year, Clemson's football programs were judged among the top five in America. The
College Sports Information Directors of America appointed a committee of publications experts who rated the
Clemson programs among the top four in the country in 1975, and the 1976 programs among the top five.
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Only U. S. Choice Aged Western Beef
Now serving N. Y. Strip as well as our popular Rib-Eye Steaks
Entertainnnent nightly
Greenville's largest and most complete salad bars (yes, now there are TWO!)




ABC Sales & Consumption License
2711 Wade Hampton Blvd. (172 miles beyond Liberty Life on left, Hwy 29 N.
The 1 977 season has certainly been the "Year of the Cat" for the Clemson Tigers.
Picked to finish near the bottom of the Atlantic Coast Conference, Charley Pell's
Tigers find themselves right in the thick of things for the 77 title.
North Carolina holds the top spot going into today's game at Maryland with a 2-0
mark, and the Tigers and Terps are knotted in second at 3-1.
The Terps are in the driver's seat, and a win over the Tar Heels would give them a
4-1 slate with only a league game against Virginia remaining.
But the Tigers must win today to stay in the race, and Chuck Mills and his Wake
Forest Demon Deacons invade Death Valley hoping to end Clemson's six-game
winning streak.
It seems like every Saturday the Tiger defense is being called upon for a challenge.
This week is no exception.
Wake Forest boasts the ACC's top rusher in sophomore James McDougald. The
talented Deac has ground out 720 yards this fall. And Clemson fans should remember
James McDougald. Just one year ago he raced for 249 yards on 45 carries to lead
Wake to a 20-14 win in Winston-Salem.
Pnor to last week s game against Virginia. Wake had both the league's top passer
and receiver in Mike McGlamry and Steve Young.
Clemson entered last week's game against N. C. State with the 1 4th best defense
against scoring with a 10.8 average per game yield.
The Tigers allowed the Wolfpack but three points, the lowest total scored by State
since a 35-3 drubbing at the hands of Penn State in 1971. And that should help the
Tigers vault higher among the nation's stiffest defensive teams.
Jonathan Brooks and Randy Scott each had seven solo tackles against State, and
the latter finished the day with 1 7 total tackles, three of which nailed State runners for
losses, and one pass interception.
Bubba Brown had 1 2 tackles against the Pack. Archie Reese had nine. And the list
goes on and on. The Tiger defense played one whale of a game in holding the potent
State offense without a touchdown.
Steve Fuller became the 21st Clemson player in the school's football history to
reach the 1,000-yard plateau in a single season. The Spartanburg native now has
1 , 1 03 yards this fall, which is the 1 4th best in Clemson's record book. And he has four
games remaining.
Jerry Butler went over the 1 ,000-yard career receiving mark by two yards against
State. He has 61 career catches and 6 touchdowns.
Thought you would like to know what some other people are saying about the '77
Tigers:
"Charley Pell stands above other rookie head coaches on the basis of six games.
Clemson had a 3-6-2 mark a year ago, but Pell's Tigers are 5-1 -0 and now rank behind
North Carolina in the Atlantic Coast Conference. " Tom Siler, THE SPORTING NEWS
Randy Scott is as dangerous on a football field as Burt Lance is with a checkbook."
Mark Wolf. THE CHARLOTTE OBSERVER
"Clemson's Charley Pell is living proof that it isn't so much the situation but the





1. Willie Jordan will have to change his nickname. He was
known as "Mr. Magic" in 1 975. the year he led the Tigers in total
offense as a quarterback. He was winning the name "Handy
Man " because of his multi talents that enabled him to jump to
the secondary, to flanker, and back to the secondary. People
are starting to call him "Big Play " because of his exciting punt
returns, three that have set up Tiger scores this fall. 2. Joe (left)
and Jeff Bostic are the only brothers in major college football
who start side-by-side along the offensive line. And both are
doing outstanding jobs for the Tigers. 3. Obed Arin had never
seen a football pnor to coming to the United States two years
ago, much less kicked one. Then in Saturday's 7-3 win over
State, he made a TD-saving stop on fleet Ralph Stringer for his
first Clemson tackle. Obed is 14 for 14 in the extra point de-
partment, and three for eight in field goal attempts.
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Meyers Arnold started and grew on an all-for-you policy. Since 1903
Meyers Arnold has maintained its position of first in fashion by constantly
sending its buyers to markets throughout the country. First in value, we con-
tinually offer the finest merchandise at great savings. You will find
Meyers Arnold is always first in service because we offer so many conveni-
ences to our customers
Personalized Charge:
The key to many Meyers Arnold personalized services, designed especially
for the convenience of you, our charge customers. We'll keep you informed
about special events You will be first to know about the values offered in
our great Annual Sales events and have the opportunity to participate in
the Courtesy Days preceding our major sales
Personal Shopper:
Anna Dale, Meyers Arnold s personal shopper will be delighted to help you
shop from your home. Coll her, or write her, she II be happy to purchase
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THE TIGER BAND PERCUSSION UNIT
Front row, left to righit: Norman Fox of Williston; Cecilia Davis of Clemson;
John Stonesifer of Falls Church, Va.
;
Margaret Truett of Manning; and Mike
DelCampo of Chatham, N. J. Back row, left to rigfit: Mark Cotter of Attleboro
Falls, Mass.; Tom O Dare of Belmont, N. C; Bob Berry of Bethlehem, Pa.;
Gregg Bishop of Orangeburg; Kathy Lockwood of Fairfax, Va.;Mike Sharpe
of Salley; and Reid MacLauchlin of Sanford. Fla.
Photo by Hal Smith, Communications Center
The Clemson University Tiger Band and The Clemson
University Chorus combine to salute America during to-
day's Clemson - Wake Forest halftime.
To get the crowd into the right spirit for the Tiger's en-
counter with the ACC rival Deacons, the Band, under the
direction of Dr. Bruce Cook, opens the pre-game program
with "Sock It To 'Em " and Clemson's traditional fight song
'Tiger Rag. " The Chorus, under the direction of Dr. William
Campbell, joins the Band for the National Anthem and the
Clemson Alma Mater.
The Tiger Band reenters the field at the half to Paul
Yoder's arrangement of 'You're a Grand Old Flag." The
Chorus rejoins the Band for a patriotic medley, "United
States Hurray!"
As the two musical groups blend their talents, the Clem-
son University Army ROTC colorguard will present the
colors at the midfield stripe.
The American medley includes patriotic favorites
"America The Beautiful," "Yankee Doodle," and "You're a
Grand Old Flag." The musical salute concludes with "God
Bless Amehca " as the Band spells out USA across the
center of the field.
The Band exits to "Tiger Rag" to prepare the crowd for
the final half of exciting Tiger football.
The Band is under the field direction of drum major
Richard r\/loose of Newberry. The band commander is Tom
Waldrop of Hanahan.
apparatus co
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Few collegiate rivalries can match the excitement which has followed the
Clemson-Wake Forest grid battles down through the years. Of the 42 previ-
ous meetings. Clemson has won 30, Wake has won 1 1 , and there has been
one tie— a 20-20 deadlock In 1968. And 18 of the past battles have been
settled by a touchdown or less. Including a 10-9 Clemson win In 1971 when
Eddie Seigler kicked a 29-yard field goal with just 37 seconds left in the game
to give the Tigers the victory.
We had started the 1971 season with all the high hopes and enthusiasm
that a young Clemson team could muster. Despite our spint, we stood 0-3
having lost to Kentucky (13-10), Georgia (28-0), and Georgia Tech (24-14).
Our hopes were renewed the following two weeks with wins over previously
unbeaten Duke (3-0) and then Virginia (32-15). A quarterback named Pat
Sullivan had our number in Auburn the next weekend and the War Eagles
sent us home with a painful 35-1 3 loss. Those were the weeks that led up to a
game that I will remember for a long, long time.
It was great to be playing at home after four consecutive road dates. The
student body always put so much into the homecoming displays and the
weekend, and the team knew a victory was expected, if not demanded, for
this special occasion.
Wake Forest, the defending ACC champion, brought a 4-3 record to Death
Valley. We knew it would be a struggle, but I had no idea that the game would
be settled on a single play.
The Deacons, who got on the scoreboard early on an eight-yard pass from
Larry Russell to Kevin Byrnes, controlled the ball for much of the game,
running off 72 plays to our 58. But our defense bottled up Wake's great
running trio of Russell, fullback Larry Hopkins, and speedster Ken Garrett in
the second half.
Late in the third quarter Tommy Kendrick moved our offense 51 yards in
eight plays, and Rick Gilstrap capped the drive with a seven-yard burst just
three plays into the final stanza. My extra point was good and we led for the
first time in the game, 7-6.
But the Deacons came back to take the lead after Larry Causey recovered
a fumble on our 25. Although Wake got but six yards in three running
attempts, Chuck Ramsey came on to boot a 37-yard field goal, and the
scoreboard read Wake Forest 9, Clemson 7. And I knew then that the
outcome of this game could very well depend on my kicking.
I had practiced countless hours for such an opportunity, and if I could have
kicked the field goal then, it would have been pretty much routine. I turned to
look up in the stands, wishing that somehow I could be up there watching
instead of on the hot seat I found myself. And as the seconds ticked off, I
remember trying to remain calm. My teammates kept coming up to me,
wishing me luck, knowing I would get a last chance to try a game-winning
field goal. I remember day-dreaming of being at the beach, and the roar of
the crowd was the crashing of the waves. I must have walked five miles up
and down the sidelines.
Meanwhile, Tony Anderson had put the Deacs in a hole with a 40-yard
punt that was downed at the Wake one. Slightly more than six minutes
remained to be played. Once again our defense held, and we got the ball
back at the Deacon 42.
Heide Davis and Rick Gilstrap combined for a pair of first downs as the
clock wound down to the final minute. With 37 seconds left I ran onto the field
to line up for a 29-yard field goal attempt. It was from the right hash mark, and
I was kicking toward the scoreboard. I wasn't sure I d be able to move when
the ball was snapped. I was expehencing a pins and needles feeling, unlike
anything I had felt before or have felt since. Somehow I kicked the ball, and it
sailed directly through the uprights. All the years of practice and sweat had
paid off. I felt what every athlete feels at least once in his career. I felt
FANTASTIC!
SMITH HALL CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
HARPER BUILDERS, INC.
General Contractors Williamston, S. C.
p. O. BOX 146 WILLIAMSTON, S. C. 29697 803/847-7309
INSTITUTIONAL — COMMERCIAL — INDUSTRIAL









New Biological Sciences Center.
The story of Clemson University — from its beginning as an idea in the
mind of Thomas Green Clemson to its emergence as an important center
of teaching, research and public service — is a story of unique purpose.
When the aging Mr. Clemson envisioned this institution that has
flourished so well on his plantation lands, he was mindful of a special
mission it would have, one he stated clearly.
In the bitter economic conditions of his time, Mr. Clemson saw the
college he dreamed of as the great hope for South Carolina farmers and
the state's economic recovery. For only through the application of scien-
tific education and technology to problem solving, he believed, could the
people hope to attain a better quality of life.
In his wisdom and with an eye to the state's future needs, Mr. Clemson
entrusted the Board of Trustees with the power to change the college's
curricula to meet the changing needs of future generations.
Today, more than 84 years since that first class met in July 1893, the
basic mission which Thomas Clemson stated — an institution to serve the
people's needs — remains unchanged. But as these needs have
changed and new technology comes of age, the University's programs
have reflected these changing needs, as Thomas Clemson knew they
must do.
Serving as Clemson's president for the past 19 years. Dr. Robert C.
Edwards has set the pace for strong leadership and administrative direc-
tion dunng the university's greatest period of growth both in academic,
physical expansion and in service to the State and its citizens.
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness Clemson students number about
10,500 on campus.
More than 1 1 ,000 students pursue a wealth of academic programs in
the university's nine colleges and graduate school. Colleges are agricul-
tural sciences, architecture, education, engineering, forest and recreation
resources, industrial management and textile science, liberal arts, nurs-
ing and sciences.
In terms of academic excellence, the quality of students entering Clem-
son is high and they are well prepared. In the 1 976 freshman class 61 per
cent graduated in the top 20 per cent of their high school class.
As a land-grant university, Clemson has statewide responsibilities in
teaching, research and public service programs which are not available
from any other source in the state.
And one of Clemson's major distinctions is the fact that the General
Assembly has seen fit to assign the responsibility to Clemson of several
state regulatory and consumer protection programs that are elsewhere
handled by governmental agencies.
Like the changing needs of the state and nation, Clemson's physical
facilities have grown to serve these requirements. On the campus proper
of 600 acres rise academic buildings, student housing, service facilities
and equipment valued at $125 million.
Centerpieces of the campus — and symbols of Clemson's heritage —
are Tillman Hall with its clock tower and Fort Hill, the stately antebellum
mansion of John C. Calhoun and later his son-in-law, Thomas Clemson.
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Charlotte District Office The expansion and modernization of the
SANDOZ Charlotte District Office was recently
completed. The prime reason for this
undertaking was to serve you better. Now, for
the same reason, SANDOZ will build a major
manufacturing facility in South Carolina. With
these new operations our customers in the
southeast will have a ready and reliable source
for service and SANDOZ products.
Come and visit us in Charlotte and see what
the newest in textile customer service facilities
can do for you.
I
Colors &
Site Plan for the SANDOZ Martin Plant
Your Partner in Wet Processing
Charlotte, NC 28205
(704)372-0210
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And Renewed Parts For
Fiber Producing, Yam Manufacturing,
Weaving, Knitting, Tufting And Finishing.
Batson.
Yarn a.n<l Fabrics Maclxinery
Group, Inc.
Capita] Machinery
And Accessories For Fiber Producing
And Opening Through Fabric Forming Including
Material Handling And Fiber Reclamation.
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Finishing And Printing Machinery
And Accessories.
"YourVeryBest Source of Capital Equipment, Renewal Parts and Supplies!'
Louis K Sa.tson
COmfiSny [KnA Affiliates • Home Ojfifice: Box 3978 • Greenville, S. C. 29608 USA • Tel. (803) 242-5262
H. Elliott Batson, Class of 1951, President • Louis P. Batson, Jr., Class of 1949, Vice President
^ Athletic Director /Coaciiing Staff
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
Bill McLellan
Only the third man to own the
title of Athletic Director at Clem-
son over the past 46 years, Bill
McLellan was elevated to his pre-
sent position February 4, 1971,
following what had been more
than a decade of service to the
University's athletic organization.
A native of Hamer, S. C, the
45-year old McLellan graduated
from Dillon High School and en-
tered Clemson where he earned a
pair of football letters, and was a
member of the Tigers' 1 952 Gator
Bowl team.
He joined the athletic staff May 1, 1958 from Clemson's De-
partment of Agricultural Economics and Seed Certification where
he had spent one year as assistant agronomist and two years as
assistant economist.
Although carrying the title of Assistant Business Manager,
McLellan has been credited with handling the majority of the
department's athletic business and operation long before his
appointment into his present role.
In 1966, McLellan was named Assistant Athletic Director, and
two years later was appointed Associate Athletic Director.
During his reign as Athletic Director, Clemson's athletic prog-
ram has experienced a major upheaval.
The Tigers can boast of the finest athletic facilities in not only
the Atlantic Coast Conference, but in the South as well.
The modern and spacious Jervey Athletic Center is one of the
most complete facilities in America, and this complex serves as
the home for Clemson's 1 8 sports — 1 2 men's and six women's.
The basketball Tigers play before packed crowds in attractive
Littlejohn Coliseum, and many of the Clemson games are tele-
cast on either regional or national networks.
And the football Tigers, after averaging better than 44,000 at
home last fall, will be playing in a remodeled Memorial Stadium in
'78 that will have some 53,000 permanent seats.
But conference titles and Ail-American honors have come to
other sports as well, and McLellan's direction has given Clemson
a program that was ranked 20th in the nation in overall excellence
in 1975-76. Moreover, the basketball, fencing, and tennis teams
enjoyed top 20 ranking in 1976-77, and the baseball and soccer
teams both boasted of the nation's top rank at some point during
their respective campaigns.
McLellan earned a B.S. degree from Clemson in agronomy in
'54, and a master's in agricultural economics in '56. He is married
to the former Ann Rogers of Fork, S. C. They have four children —
Suzy, a senior at Winthrop; Bill, a sophomore at Spartanburg
Methodist College: Cliff, a freshman at Tennessee Tech; and
Arch Anna, a sophomore at Pendleton High School.
COACHING STAFF
Front row, left to right, Tom Moore, Mickey An-
drews, Joe Kines, Dwight Adams, Clyde Wrenn.
and head coach Charley Pell.
Back row, left to right, Mike Bugar, Jimmye
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From our 12 centrally located plant sites throughout the Southeast, Moreland Chemical
Co. makes tracks on every highway and biway—delivering a multitude of vital chemical
products to our customers. Call Moreland for every chemical need when you need it fast,
correctly, and economically.—Spartanburg, S. C.— Florence, S. C.—Greenville,
S. C.—Chattanooga, Tenn.—Kingsport, Tenn.—Nashville, Tenn.—Atlanta, Ga.
—
gusta, Ga.—Charlotte, N. C.—Greensboro, N. C.—Tampa, Fla.—Richmond, Va.
MORELAND
f MAIN PLANT AND GENERAL OFFICES: Camp Croft. Spartanburg, 8. C. 29302
R O. Box 2169/Telephone 803/585-4321
Coach Charley Pell
"Coach"
Charles Byron (Charley) Pell was named Clemson's 20th head
football coach December 1, 1976.
Born in Albertville. Ala., the 36-year old Pell is in his second
year on the Tiger staff, having served as assistant head coach
and defensive coordinator during the 1976 campaign.
Pell played but one year of high school football, but went on the
University of Alabama where he was a three-year letterman for
the Crimson Tide.
At a light 180 pounds, Pell was a two-way starter as an offen-
sive guard and defensive tackle, and played in the Orange,
Sugar, and Bluebonnet Bowls during his career.
In his junior season, '61 , Alabama won the National Champion-
ship.
Pell entered the coaching profession as a graduate assistant to
his former tutor, Paul "Bear " Bryant in '64.
Charlie Bradshaw hired the young Pell as defensive line coach
at the University of Kentucky where the latter spent the next four
years, from '65 through '68.
Pell's first taste of head coaching came in December of '68
when he was selected to rebuild the Jacksonville, Ala., State
University grid program.
During the next five seasons, '69 through '73, Pell built aggres-
sive defensive teams that garnered a five-year mark of 33-1 3-1
,
including a 30-7-1 ledger his last four campaigns.
His 1970 JSU team was 10-0 which included a 21-7 win over
Florida A&M in the Orange Blossom Classic, and was ranked
second in the nation. His '72 team finished 1 0th nationally, and his
'73 squad ranked fourth.
In '70, he was conference, district, area, and state of Alabama
Coach of the Year, and runner-up for national coaching honors.
He earned the state accolade again in '73.
He joined VPI's staff as assistant head coach and defensive
coordinator in 1 974, and remained there until coming to Clemson.
Pell took a defensive unit that ranked 128th nationally prior to
his arrival and molded it into one that finished the '75 season as
29th toughest against scoring.
Pell earned his B.S. degree in business administration from
Alabama in '64. He is married to the former Ward Noel of
Lexington, Ky., and they have a son — Carrick (7).
PELL'S HEAD COACHING RECORD
Year School Record Pet.
'69 Jacksonville State 3-6-0 .333
'70 Jacksonville State 10-0-0 1.000
'71 Jacksonville State 6-3-0 .667
'72 Jacksonville State 7-2-1 .750
'73 Jacksonville State 7-2-0 .778
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Clemson s student assistant football coacfies for tfie 1977 season in-
clude, front row, left to right, Mike O Cain, Rickey Bustle. O. J. Tyler, and
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Clemson's student managers are, front row, left to right, Donnie Kinard,
Jack Griffin, Paul Wessinger, Henry Blalock, and Randy Steen. Back row.
left to right, Steve Rivers, Ray Love, Lawrence Mudge, Jim Gougfi, Sam




CLEAR UP YOUR FUTURE IN THE 2 YEAR AFROTC PROGRAM.
What's up after college? That question is enough to get a lot of young people down.
Air Force ROTC college graduates have that worry, too. But their immediate future
(and longer if they choose) is much more secure. As a commissioned officer, there's a
good job....Travel. Graduate level education. Promotions. Financial security. And really,
lots more.
If you have two academic years remaining, there's a great 2-year AFROTC program






Put it all together in Air Force ROTC.
FORT HILL
FEDERAL SAVINGS ^s^^^"*




































Assistarit trainers Larry Sutton and Herman McGee and head trainer Fred
Hoover kneel in front of Clemson's student training corps Front row, left to
right, are Mike Brown, Bill Blackston, Hank Morrow, and David Williams.
Back row. left to right, are Paul Thacker, Doak Fairey, Tim Tate, Van
Yates. Henry Judy. Tony Blackwell, and Jay Bennett.
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Clemson freshman Shawn Weatherly, the reigning Miss
Sumter, was selected as the University's Homecoming
Queen for 1977.
25
Bubba Brown and Tommy Gladden
Bubba Brown and Tommy Gladden are both
Cadet Corporals in the Army ROTC program at
Clemson.
Both sophomores, Bubba hails from Loudon,
Tenn., and Tommy is a native of Winnsboro.
Bubba became an outstanding addition to the
Tiger program last fall when he broke into the start-
ing spot at linebacker as a freshman.
Tommy is a hard-working defensive back and val-
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Seniors Roy Eppes, Brian Kier. and Ken Weichel have all played a big
role in Clemson s defensive success in 1 977. All three entered Tigertown
in 1973 and spent one year with red-shirl status.
Roy Eppes was a much-travelled football player who finally found
himself a home at the cornerback spot during the spring workouts.
Following a brilliant prep career at Anderson's Westside High School,
Eppes' tenure with the Tigers was split between the secondary and
receiver corps.
One of the fastest players on the team, his settlement at cornerback has
helped strengthen a Clemson secondary that many pre-season prognos-
ticators called the Tigers' weakest area.
Eppes ranks as one of the squad's top tacklers, and through six games
had recovered a pair of fumbles, one on that goal line stand against
Virginia.
An all-around athlete, Eppes has lettered for the Clemson track team as
a hurdler.
Brian Kier, like Roy Eppes, is a standout in the Clemson secondary.
A two-year letterman, Kier entered the fall as the Tigers' most experi-
enced defensive back, although his actual varsity playing time in the
defensive backfield had been rather limited.
He picked ofl a pair of opponent passes in 1 976, and through six games
in '77 has one to his credit.
A free safety, Kier and his senior teammate Eppes have been the bright
sparks of leadership for Clemson's young secondary this fall.
Six game totals show the Tigers with 1 1 interceptions, two more than
last season's 11 -game figure.
Kier hails from Haines City, Fla.
These last two years have been most memorable for Ken Weichel, a
defensive tackle for the Tigers.
Always a hard-worker, Weichel was a seldom-used player during the
early years of his career, but when the Tigers opened the 1 976 campaign
against The Citadel, the Whitehall, Pa., native was in the starting lineup.
Nagging injuries hampered his play during the latter stages of the
Bicentennial season, but his total contribution to the season was out-
standing.
Weichel is another reason that the Tiger defense has continued to
improve with each outing.
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Experience The Magnavox Touch . . . and enjoy television like
you have never enjoyed it before.
Touch-Tune at the set or by remote control, and whisk
instantly, silently, directly to any of the 82 VHP or GHF channels.
No clunk-clunking through the channels in-between.
Touch-Tune and lock in a computer-sharp color picture.
100% automatically
Touch-Tune. Your channel number, and even the time of day,
appear on screen! Recall them whenever you wish.
The first computer TV... Star System" Touch-Tune Color
Television. From Magnavox. In a style for you. At a price for you.
Touch one todajt.




Gail and Willie Anderson took walks like this on
a regular basis while both were undergraduates
at Clemson.
Willie met Gail Young of Piedmont while he
was playing a superb middle guard for the Tigers
and she was assisting the Tiger coaching staff as
one of the original Bengal Babes.
That group, of course, is co-ordinated by Clyde
Wrenn who assigns the lovely coeds various
duties throughout the football season like host-
ess chores, sign making, and even as campus
guides.
An excellent student, Gail breezed through
Clemson in three years, and earned her degree
in elementary education in 1975.
She spent the next year at Pendleton Elemen-
tary School while Willie was serving as a
graduate assistant for Tiger basketball coach Bill
Foster.
Willie and Gail were marhed that summer and
the newlyweds headed for Atlanta where Gail
taught at Pleasantdale Elementary School and
Willie worked as an assistant coach at Chamblee
High School.
After Charley Pell's appointment as head
coach of the Tigers, he put in a call to Willie who
was anxious to return to Tigertown.
Gail is currently teaching in the Oconee
County School System and working on her mas-
ter's degree during the summer.
The Buddy King Family The Mike Bugar Family
Where else whould you expect to find the King
Family? Buddy, from the San Francisco suburb
of Concord, Calif., was a standout offensive
guard for the Tigers in the early 70s, and it was at
Tigertown where he met his wife, Mary Kennerty.
Mary, who hails from the port city of Charles-
ton, graduated from Clemson in 1973, and
earned her master's degree in '77.
She played a major role in Clemson's inau-
gural year for women's athletics, serving as head
coach for both the basketball and tennis teams.
Mary led the Lady Tiger cagers to a 13-11
record in 1 975-76, and the Lady Tiger netters to a
10-6 mark. This past school year she coached
the tennis team to a sparkling 23-2 record and to
the State AIAW (Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women) championship.
The recruiting trail keeps the Kings going dif-
ferent directions, but the summer months of June
and July belong to them.
Other than a brief three weeks of camp for
Mary, and a pair for Buddy, the Kings spent an
exciting vacation in California this past summer,
and many hours together in their boat on spa-
cious and beautiful Lake Hartwell.
Buddy and Mary, who also teaches in Clem-
son's Department of Recreation, live in Mauldin
Hall and serve as dorm counselors for the Tiger
athletes.
The most recent addition to the Clemson ath-
letic staff is the Mike Bugar Family. They came to
Tigertown in August from Shelby, N. C., where
Mike was an assistant coach at Gardner-Webb
College.
Dawn, a fourth-grader at Morrison Elementary
School, is pictured standing beside her father.
Although she has been active in such things as
Brownies, baton, and roller skating. Dawn is very
much athletic minded and enjoys such competi-
tive sports as football, basketball, and Softball.
Kim, however, who entered the first grade this
fall at Morrison Annex, is just the opposite.
Kim likes the baton lessons, singing in the
choir, and spending her hours in just the way that
most little girls do.
"Although Dawn was very young when I was
playing football at Florida State, " explains Mike,
'she was exposed to the sports atmosphere. And
it has stuck with her.
"
The former Linda Adams of Fort Lauderdale,
Fla., met her husband at FSU, and as most
coaches wives do, enjoys all sports.
While Mike was coaching at Wofford College in
Spartanburg, Linda drove to Tigertown for the '75
Clemson-FSU game, and was most impressed
with the enthusiasm and loyalty of the Tiger fans.
An active church worker, Linda likes to spend
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S ON THE LINE
Toa
What makes Hungry Bull better is the beef we serve.
Only the best U.S. graded choice western beef meets the Hungry Bull
standards. Because we know that's what you expect.
If your steaks, fresh -cut daily, weren't the finest quality—at prices
easy to swallow—you wouldn't come back. But they are.
So, stop by real soon. Like after the game?
HUNGRY BULL
FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
LOCATED THROUGHOUT NORTH AND SOUTH CAROLINA AND GEORGIA.
Close by we are located in: CLEMSON/Highway 123 by-pass (one block
from Lakeview Plaza) Phone: 654-6497. GREENVILLE/2433 West Farris Road
(across from old K-Mart) Phone: 269-8710. MAULDIN/2811 Laurens Road (at 1-85)
Phone: 288-1567. SPARTANBURG/111 East Blackstock Road (at Westgate
Shopping Center) Phone: 576-0753.
' Hungry Bull Associates, 1977
Tigers
NO. NAME, Hometown, High School. Coach POS HGT WGT AGE CL
1 OBED ARIRI
Owern, Nigeria, Holy Ghost





RB 5-8 151 21 Jr,
Oo AL LATIMER DB 0-1 U 1 DD 1 y Jr,
Altamonte Spnngs, Fla,, Lyman, Richard Copeland
4 STEVE FULLER"
Spartanburg, S C , Spartanburg, Bill Carr
QB 6-4 198 20 Jr,
5 WILLIE JORDAN**
Gritfin, Ga , Griffin, Max Dowis





Haines City, Don Herndon
DB D-U -7-71 77 ood.d br.
8 BILLY LOTT OB 5-11 195 18 So.




Thomas Dale, Ed Carpas
DB 5-10 180 22 Sr.
10 TONY MASONE
Bridgeport, Conn,, Central, George Loughrey
QB-F 6-1 185 18 So.
1 1 MIKE GASQUE QB 11 yo 1 ft1 o Fr
Elon College, N C , Western Alamance, Sam Ward
1 o
1 (L RICK WEDDINGTON*
Charlotte, N C , Myers Park. Gus Purceli
FLK 1 QQ1 yo d. 1 Cror.
13 REX VARN*
Martinsville, Va , Martinsville, Dick Hensley
DB 6-1 171 19 So.




DB 5-10 184 21 Jr.
15 JERRY BUTLER* SE 6-1 173 19 Jr.
Ware Shoals, S C , Ware Shoals, Joe Burgess
16 BO BLANTON FLK 6-0 186 19 Fr.
Summerville, S C , Summerville, John McKissick
17 BUBBA ROLLINS
Poguoson, Va,, Poquoson, Olen Evans
DB 5-10 183 20 Jr.
18 OGDEN HANSFORD**
Macon, Ga , Central, Gene Brodie
DB 6-2 184 22 Jr.
19 BO EDWARDS
Greer, S C , Greer, Jim Few
SE 6-1 162 18 Fr.
on WILLIE UNDERWOOD
Ft Payne, Ala , Ft Payne, David Bettingfield




Andrew Lewis, Mike Stevens
DB 5-11 171 18 Fr.
22 KEN CALLICUTT*-*
Chester, S C , Chester, Jim Kimmell
RB 6-1 192 22 Sr.
23 ZACK MILLS
Greenville, S C , J L Mann, Jim Slaton
DB 5-9 173 19 So.
24 GARY WEBB* DB 5-8 174 20 Jr.
Graham, N C , Southern Alamance, Sam Story
25 ROY EPPES*
Townville, S C , Westside, Will Roberts
DB 6-2 177 23 Sr.
26 STEVE RYAN
Moncks Corner, S C
,
Berkeley, Ed Foster










DB 6-0 190 19 So.
30 DWIGHT CLARK**
Charlotte, N C , Garinger, Ron Wright
FLK 6-3 207 20 Jr.
31 MARVIN SIMS
Phenix City, Ala , Pacelli, Nathan Rustin
RB 6-4 223 20 So.
32 HAROLD GOGGINS**
Clinton, S C , Clinton, Keith Richardson
RB 5-11 188 20 Jr.
33 CHUCK ROSE
Atlanta, Ga , Riverwood, Charles Rose
RB 6-2 193 18 Fr.
35 RANDY SCOTT*
Waycross, Ga , Waycross, Dale Williams
LB 5-11 215 20 Jr.
37 GARY ADKINS*
Delta, O , Delta, George Postal
SE 5-8 170 19 So.
oo RONNIE SMITH***
Sylva, N C , Sylva-Webster, Babe Howell














J L Mann, Jim Slaton
RB 5-9 171 23 Sr.
A A LESTER BROWN* RB D-U 1 lO on bo.
Myrtle Beach, S C
,
Myrtle Beach, Doug Shaw
46 TRACY PERRY*
Roxboro, N C , Person Senior, Larry Dixon
RB 6-0 220 20 So.
47 BUBBA BROWN*
Loudon, Tenn
, Loudon. Bert Ratledge





PK 5-11 166 19 So.
49 EDDIE GEATHERS DB 6-2 178 18 Fr.





OL 6-2 248 18 So.
NO NAME, Hometown POS HGT WGT AGE CL








KO JEFF SOOWAL* LB 6-2 21
5
21 Jr.
Philadelphia, Pa , Lower Menon, Roger Frasseri
KOoo STEVE KENNEY* OL 6-4 241 21 Jr.
Raleigh, N C , Sanderson, Jim Brown
54 CHIP PRUETT DT 6-2 223 1
9
So.
St Simons Island, Ga , Glynn Academy, Charles Pruett
55 JEFF BOSTIC OL 6-1 221 18 So.
Greensboro. N C , Ben L Smith, Claude Manzi
Ot> BOB GOLDBERG DE 6-0 010 1 n1 y bo.
Lake Hiawatha, N J., Parsippany, Bob Martin
0/ DAVID REED DE 6-2 210 20 rr.
Radlord, Va , Radford, Norman Lineburg
Oo CHARLIE BAUMAN MG 6-1 oon 1 n1 y rr.
Runnemede, N J , Pope Paul VI, Joe Chilbert




bU MATT SMITH LB 5-1
1
204 1 So.
Charlotte, N C , Independence. Buster Ledford
D 1 JERRY WINSTEAD OL 6-4 1 95 1 Fr.
Jefferson City, Tenn
, Jefferson Co., Leroy Shannon




DO DANNY JAYNES* OL 6-5 223 21 Jr.
Charlotte, N C , East Mecklenburg, Don Hipps
64 JIMMY WELLS* OL 6-1 229 21 Jr.
Greenville, S C , J. L Mann, Jim Slaton




DD JEFF MILLS** DT 6-2 224 21 Jr.
Greenville, S C , J L Mann, Jim Slaton
D / JOHNNY LYONS OL 5-1 246 20 Jr.
Anderson, SCI L Hanna, Jim Eraser
DC) CHRIS PICKENS OL 6-2 000 1 bo.
Anderson, S C , T L Hanna, Jim Eraser
by LACY BRUMLEY*** OL 6-7 0-7C ondV br.
Kannapolis, N C , A, L Brown, Will Campagna





/ \ JOE BOSTIC** OL 6-4 OCQ ondV Jr.
Greensboro, N. C , Ben L, Smith, Claude Manzi
72 BILL SMITH DE 6-5 223 1
8
rr.
Duncan, S C , Byrnes. Dalton Rivers
-70
1 DARRELL MISENHEIMER OL 6-2 OC Q ondV bo.
Salisbury. N C , East Rowan, W A Cline
74 BILLY HUDSON* OL 6-3 234 21 Jr.
Columbia, S C , A C. Flora, Charles Macaluso
/ THADDES ALLEN*** OL 6-1 do 1 1d 1 br.
Charlotte, N C , Garinger, Ron Wnght




-7-7 RON WEST OL 6-4 oon ondV Jr.
East Point, Ga , Russell, James Abrams
-7010 GREG EARLEY OL 6-3 oooddo 1 y bO.
Clyde, N C , Tuscola, Joe Caldwell
/y JIMMY WEEKS'* OL 6-4 001dox -1d\ br.
Rocky Mount, N C , Rocky Mount, Wait Wiggins
80 STEVE GIBBS** DE 6-3 21 7 21 Jr.
Greer, S C , Greer, Jim Few
STEVE BERTZ TE 6-2 d \ 1 Crrr.
Napoleon, O., Napoleon, Charles Buckenmeyer
QO00 JIM STUCKEY* DT 6-4 00 cdoo 1 y bo.
Cayce, S C , Airport, Don Richardson




85 TRAV WEBB*** TE 6-1 214 22 Orbr.
Graham, N C , Graham, Bill Joye
ob CLIFF BRAY* TE 6-1 oon ondO 1 rJr.
Stone Mountain Ga , Tucker, Kenneth Townley
0*7 MARK CLIFFORD TE 6-4 on 1 ondU bO.
Miami, Fla , Coral Gables, Garry Ghormley
0000 ANTHONY KING* TE 6-1 dd'\ ondU Irjr.
Cornelia, Ga . Habersham Central, Fred McManus
89 STEVE DURHAM DT 6-4 00 /Idd^t 1 y rr.
Greer. S. C , Byrnes, Dalton Rivers
90 JIM GOEHRING* DE 6-1 dUl i n1 y bo.
Durham, N C
,
Northern Durham, Herb Goins
















y / MARTY LYONS LB 5-11 oonddu ondu irjr.
Anderson, S C , T L Hanna, Jim Eraser
QR MARK HENIFORD*** DE 5-11 1 99 21 Sr.
Loris S C , Loris, Donald Graham
99 NICK BOWMAN LB 6-2 195 19 Fr.
Crossville, Tenn
, Cumberland Co . Dan Van Winble
36
Denotes number of varsity letters earned
Perone's
has got it for Tiger fans
!
Faced with the same old problem of where (and what) to eat before the
game? Give us a call ahead of time and we'll have a delicious box lunch
ready for you.
After the game, try "The Lighter Side" where you dine in casual comfort
and can order a sandwich, crepes, a spinach salad, quiche, prime ribs ... or
a complete dinner!
And if you really want to celebrate a Clemson victory right, "The Forum"
is the place to spend your Saturday evening! They feature dining, dancing,
and top-name entertainment.
Perone's. . . before or after the game . . . has it for you!
Vince Perone^s
GREENVILLE'S MOST EXCITING RESTAURANT






When Clemson Has The Ball
CLEMSON OFFENSE
15 Jerry Butler SE
79 Jimmy Weeks LT
53 Steve Kenney LG
55 Jeff Bostic C
71 Joe Bostic RG
69 Lacy Brumley RT
88 Anthony King TE
4 Steve Fuller QB
22 Ken Callicutt FB
32 Warren Ratchford TB
12 Rick Weddington FLK
WAKE FOREST DEFENSE
44 C. D. Osborne LE
99 Bruce Hopkins LT
56 Reuben Turner MG
70 Frank Armstrong RT
87 Gerry Vick RE
83 Don Cervi LB
51 Ed Walker LB
22 Dan Smading LC
24 Reggie Tice 88
34 Mark Lancaster FS
30 James Royster RC
When Wake Forest Has The Ball
WAKE FOREST OFFENSE
3 Tom Smith 8E
60 Jackie Robinson LT
65 Tim Davis LG
76 Larry Tearry C
52 Carmen Frangiosa RG
57 Dave Hettinger RT
82 Steve Young TE
12 Mike McGlamry QB
32 Stan Rolark FB
40 James McDougald TB
45 John Zeglinski FLK
THE TIGER SQUAD ^
1 Ariri, PK 50 Dolce, OL 3 Smith, WR
2 Ratchford, RB 51 Tuten, MG 4 Julian, DB
f 3 Latinner, DB 52 Soowal, LB 5 Johnson, TB
4 Fuller, QB 53 Kenney, OL 6 Owens, DB
5 Jordan, DB 54 Pruett, DT 8 Hill, P-QB
7 Kier. DB 55 Jeff Bostic, OL 9 Hayes, WR
8 Lott QB 56 Goldberg, DE 10 Daly, QB
9 Goodloe, DB 57 Reed. DE 12 McGlamry, QB
10 Masone, QB-P 58 Bauman. MG 13 Hely, QB-K
12 Weddington, FLK 60 M. Smith, LB 17 Spilsbury, DB
13 Varn. DB 62 Yeomans, C 18 Everett, WR
I|i14 Haglan. DB 64 Wells, OL 20 Viana, DB
15 Butler, SE 65 Reese, DT 22 Smading, DB
17 Rollins, DB 66 J. Mills, DT 23 Sabia, DB
18 Hansford, DB 68 Pickens, OL 24 Tice, DB
20 Underwood, DB 69 Brumley, OL 26 Ventresca, FB
21 Britts, DB 71 Joe Bostic. OL 27 Mattiko, DB
22 Callicutt, RB 72 B. Smith, DE 29 Ingram, WR
24 G, Webb, DB 73 Misenheimer, OL 30 Royster, DB
25 Eppes, DB 74 Hudson, OL 32 Rolark, FB
26 Ryan, DB 75 Allen. OL 34 Lancaster, DB
27 Young, SE 76 Williams. MG 35 Ervin, TB
28 Wyatt, FB 77 West. OL 36 Bradley, LB
30 Clark, FLK 78 Earley, OL 37 Page, OG
31 M. Sims, RB 79 J. Weeks, OL 38 Burr, DB
32 Goggins, RB 80 Gibbs, DE 39 Burgess, LB
35 Scott, LB 83 Stuckey. DT 40 McDougald, TB
37 Adkins, SE 84 Brooks, DE 43 Cregar, FB
38 R. Smith, LB 85 T. Webb, TE 44 Osborne, DE
39 D. Sims, P 86 Bray, TE 45 Zeglinski, WR
40 Basich, DB 87 Clifford, TE 48 Hester, LB
41 Godfrey, RB 88 King, TE 49 Hargrove, FB
44 L. Brown, RB 89 Durham, DT 50 Crayton, NG
46 Perry, RB 90 Goehring, DE 50 Happe. C
47 B. Brown, LB 92 Weichel, DT
48 Russell, PK 98 Henlford, DE
49 Geathers, DB 99 Bowman. LB
CLEMSON DEFENSE
84 Jonathan Brooks LE
83 Jim Stuckey LT
51 Rich Tuten MG
65 Archie Reese RT
98 Mark Heniford RE
35 Randy Scott LB
38 Ronnie Smith LB
25 Roy Eppes LC
18 Ogden Hansford SS
26 Steve Ryan FS




































TODAY S GAME OFFICIALS
Reteree
,
Carl Deane (4) Line Judge Wallace Burke (31)
Umpire Bobby Rimer (42) Field Judge Carl Herakovich (54)
Linesman W R. Cummings (13) Back Judge Thomas Hunt (32)





On your team, you've got to be good to break
into the starting line-up.
So it is with our team. You've got to be ^-
good to make it on Hardee's menu.










































Spartan Food Systems, Inc.
Post office Box 31 68 Spartanburg, S. C. 29304 Telephone 579 1 220
Deacons



































































WR 6-3 185 So.
DB 5-10 170 Fr.
TB 5-9 190 So.
DB 5-11 170 Fr,
P-QB 5-10 165 Fr,
WR 5-8 160 So.
QB 6-4 195 So.
QB 6-0 185 Sr.
QB-K 5-11 185 Jr,
DB 6-3 195 Sr,
WR 6-0 200 Sr.
DB 5-10 165 Jr.
DB 5-11 180 Sr.
DB 5-11 175 Jr.
DB 6-0 190 So.
FB 6-0 210 So.
DB 6-3 195 Jr.
WR 6-1 185 Fr.
DB 6-0 175 Jr.
FB 5-10 200 Jr.
DB 6-1 185 So.
TB 5-11 175 So.
LB 6-0 210 Fr,
OG 6-2 210 Sr.
DB 6-0 185 Jr.
LB 5-11 200 Sr.
TB 5-9 190 So.
FB 5-10 200 Jr.
DE 6-1 205 Jr.
WR 5-11 180 Sr,
LB 6-1 225 So,
FB 6-0 230 So,
NG 6-1 265 Fr,







































































C 6-3 235 Fr.
LB 5-11 220 Sr.
OG 5-9 245 Sr.
NG 6-0 210 Sr.
DT 6-1 260 So.
LB 5-10 210 Sr.
NG 6-0 225 Jr.
OG-OT 6-3 245 Sr.
OT 6-3 260 Jr.
OT 6-2 260 Jr.
OT 6-4 255 So.
OG 6-2 245 Fr,
OG 6-2 240 So.
OG 6-1 235 Jr.
LB 5-11 215 So.
DT 6-3 240 So.
DT 6-1 220 Sr.
DT 6-5 235 Sr.
P-C 6-3 235 Jr.
6-3 265 Sr.
NG 5-10 205 So.
OT 6-3 255 Sr.
OT 6-3 255 So.
K-WR 5-11 180 So,
WR 5-7 160 Jr.
TE 6-5 220 Sr.
LB 6-3 230 Sr.
TE 6-5 230 So.
DE 6-4 215 So.
DE 6-2 210 So.
DE 6-1 195 So.
DE 6-4 205 Fr.
DE 6-3 220 Fr.
DE 6-3 210 Fr.





We've got sweatshirts, decals, glass-
ware, pennants, key chains, hats,
socks and blazers.
We've got mugs, ties, cuff links, brace-
lets, ceramic and stuffed Tigers, and
Tiger Paws in stick-ons, sew-ons, and
put-ons.
We've got everything and anything to
help you spread the Clemson Tiger
spirit.
And we've got 'em at the best prices
around.
Come see us when you're in town to
see the Tigers play.





Every Clemson fan remembers these four Tiger quar-
terbacks. Jimmy Addison '67, Jimmy Bell '64, Charlie Bus-
sey '56, and Ken Pengitore '73. Addison, Bell, and Bussey
were All-Atlantic Coast Conference Academic selections,
whereas Addison, Bussey, and Pengitore were AII-ACC
choices. Certainly you remember their on-the-field heroics.
But do you know where they are today?
After completing his undergraduate work at Clemson,
Jimmy Addison entered the University of Virginia's Law
School where he graduated in 1 971 . He is presently a law
partner in the Atlanta firm of Troutman, Sanders, Locker-
man and Ashmore.
Jimmy Bell received the Norris Medal, emblematic of
Clemson's outstanding graduating senior, in 1965, then
earned his medical degree from the Medical University of
South Carolina. He is now a physician with Nickles, Nunn
and Bell Associates in his hometown of Hartsville.
Charlie Bussey, who quarterbacked the 1956 Tigers to
the Orange Bowl, earned his degree in textiles in 1957.
Today, he is president of Laurens Glass Co., in Laurens.
His daughter will enroll at Clemson next fall.
Ken Pengitore, who earned a degree in financial man-
agement in 1974, is the financial advisor and tax accoun-
tant for the family and law firm of Berle and Berle in New
York City. His employer, the Commissioner of Environ-
mental Conservation for the State of New York, encour-
aged him to pursue his master's in accounting taxation
from Fairleigh Dickinson University.







The Third Generation Monte Carlo. A new dimension in affordable luxury.
With immense pride, we present a trim and
timely new edition of Chevrolet's personal
luxury car: The Third Generation Monte Carlo.
Although thoroughly redesigned, today's
Monte Carlo retains the unique personality of
Monte Carlos past.
You see it dramatically reflected in the stately
stance and sculptured sides.
The new interior is a virtual "Driver's Suite"
—with sumptuous cloths and carpets,
tall windows, an impressive new instrument
panel, and special Monte Carlo "touches"
throughout.
Available enhancements include a
new roof with removable tinted-glass panels.
The Third Generation Monte Carlo.
Drive it soon.
We think you'll be impressed.
University Feature
By Harold Rogers
Associate Director. Departmerit of Public Relations
Graphics by Shirley Owens and Eve Gibson, Department of Public Relations
When Clemson's Larry Hudson talks about being in the sad-
dle for a working day, he means it.
As an animal science specialist with the Cooperative Exten-
sion Service, he heads a statewide 4-H horse program for
youths that has galloped through rapid growth. It started in
1971 and now has some 3,300 members.
Hudson — a former Virginia farm boy who is more comfort-
able with cowboy boots and wide-brimmed hat than shirt and
tie — spends his time working with youngsters in 4-H horse
clubs in South Carolina's 46 counties or conducting statewide
programs for them.
He teaches horse care and riding. And when he says, "we try
to ride as much as possible," you could say there's a drawl to it.
Hudson didn't come to Clemson's Rhinestone Cowboy role
by design nor by initial career choice. But his background fits
right in.
He was reared on a farm in the hill country of Wytheville. Va.,
"where farming was pretty general and I was purebred hill-
billy." The family also had horses. After a BS in agriculture at
Berea College, Larry plowed on to an MS and PhD in animal
science at the University of Kentucky.
ThSre were 3V2 years with a commercial feed company in the
northeast, traveling over the country "and some around the
world." Neither the region, the travel, nor a home in a suburb of
Philadelphia suited the family life, however. When the extension
)ob came open at Clemson, Larry moved.
"Shoot yeah," he will tell you, "there's no doubt in my mind
that It was a right decision. I like this place, and I like my work."
An important part of his work are two week-long horse camps
held each year at Clemson's Camp Bob Cooper or Camp Long.
More than 300 horse-loving 4-H'ers and their parents loaded
their favorite horses aboard trailers this summer and trucked
their way to the camps.
"We stress basic horse care," Hudson said. "We break the
kids out for instruction in groups according to their speciality,
whether it's western style, hunt seat, or saddle seat. And we
also group them by levels of progress."
There's a lot of fun in the saddle, in trailriding, in conripetitive
events, in ring activities, but the 4-H'ers also spend time at the
barn feeding, cleaning and looking after their horses.
Another big activity is an annual state 4-H horse show at the
fairgrounds in Columbia. It pulled some 430 entries last year,
"probably the largest single youth livestock event in the state."
Hudson said.
Each county horse club also has its competitive events,
regular meetings, and trailrides. Larry makes as many as he
can, including one statewide two-day trailride each year for the
4-H'ers.
There are times, he admits, when a certain part of his
anatomy gets a little tender from overexposure to hard leather
and jarring horse hooves.
"Take a week like the horse camp and I do a right smart
riding," Hudson smiles (almost a cowboy smile), "but there are
other extremes when it could be a month in between. There are
a lot of other little chores to this work besides riding."
One of his more unusual jaunts was as head of the Bicenten-
nial Wagon Trail, a canvas caravan that trekked across South
Carolina last year. Larry was state wagonmaster. He got in the
saddle at North Augusta and rode for about two weeks until
they crossed the North Carolina border at Kings Mountain.
He did take a brief break or two on a wagon seat along what
he figures was 250 plodding miles, but maintains "that for
almost every mile of that trip, I made it horseback."
The tour, he said, "was a very different kind of an experience
— something you never forget."
45
ARA-Slater's philosophy is a unique,
systematic approach designed to
achieve our most important goal:
STUDENT SATISFACTION. This concept
is a result of our experience with
millions of students. We have the
flexibility to understand your needs
and the capability to satisfy them.
At Clemson, ARA demonstrates
practical, new methods for providing
nourishing, well-balanced meals to
athletes, students and staff. Our
corporate and regional specialists
give ARA's dining service manager
expert advice in planning menus,
purchasing goods, controlling
waste, utilizing tabor. The support
of this team effort is carried out
daily in Schilletter Hall and
Harcombe Commons, and at the Clemson
House Buffeteria. It is our desire
to serve students what they
want and to accommodate them
by providing this same
efficient service for special
events or festive holiday meals.
We're here to provide the type
of service that will benefit
the entire school and community.
THA TS WHA T WE THINK A DINING
SERVICE IS ALL ABOUT.








Stars in Other Sports
JOHN SADRI, N. C. State Tennis: The
top tennis player In the school's history,
John Sadrl won the Atlantic Coast Con-
ference No. 1 singles crown last spring
and played in the NCAA tournament
for the second straight year. He posted
a 26-1 singles record last season and
became the school's first ACC singles
champion. A strong all-around player,
he Is a native of Charlotte, N.C., and
gained much of his background at the
Olde Providence Racquet and Swim
Club there. He was chosen for the 1976
Junior Davis Cup Team and made the
semifinals of both the National Amateur
Grasscourts and the claycourts tourna-
ments in 1976. As a sophomore, he and
teammate Scott Dillon won the ACC No. 1 doubles crown. He was
a North Carolina high school singles champion in 1974 at Myers
Park. He enjoys mountain climbing and music in his spare time
and plans to Join the touring pro ranks after college.
JOHN ZEGLINSKI, Wake Forest Base-
ball: Watch for No. 45 on the football
field this fall. And if you are impressed,
remember that football Is not even his
best sport. If John Zeglinski has a pro-
fessional athlete future, it is probably
in baseball where he earned his team-
mates' votes for the ACC championship
team's Most Valuable Player. For the
past two seasons, he has been easily
voted to the AU-ACC baseball team at
first base. He has earned that through
hitting, fielding, running, sportsman-
ship and leadership. With the bat, Ziggy
followed his .300-hitting soph season
with a .326 performance last spring. His
10 homers, 62 hits and 38 runs-batted-in
were among the ACC leaders. He supplemented his plate perform-
ance with empeccable defense and aggressive, effective base-run-
ning and stealing. Now a senior, he Is a shoo-in to realize a per-
sonal dream-come-true when he gets his chance at pro baseball
next summer.
GREG ROBERTSON, Maryland Track:
A native of South Bend, Ind., Greg
Robertson entered Maryland two years
ago as one of the most-sought-after
high school hurdlers in the country, and
it didn't take him long to prove that
all that attention was warranted. In the
past two track seasons, he has won
titles at the ACC Indoor and Outdoor
Championships, the IC4A Champion-
ships and the Maryland Track Classic.
He has twice been on the All-ACC team
and last spring finished fourth in the
NCAA meet and was named to the AIl-
American Track Team. He is the ACC
record holder in the 100 meter high
hurdles with a time of 13.80. He is also
the school record holder in that event with a time of 13.6. He is
the holder of the 110 meter high hurdles and 400 meter intermed-
iate hurdles records in the Maryland Track Classic. In addition
to his hurdling, he was also a member of the Terrapin 4x110 yard
relay team and the mile relay team. A complete performer he has
been timed at 9.6 for the 100. 21.3 in the 220 and 48 in the 440
STEVE RENSHAW, Clemson Fencing:
At the ripe young age of 18, Clemson's
standout freshman fencer Steve Ren-
shaw has enjoyed more success in com-
petitive fencing than most athletes ex-
perience in a lifetime. A product of
Wayne Hills, N.J., Senior High School,
he was the under-19 National Champion
in 1976. and finished third in the
under-20 class. And prior to entering
Clemson. he fenced for the United
States Under-20 World Games Team In
Poznan, Poland. In his Initial season
with the Tigers, he posted a sparkling
26-3 individual won-lost record in sabre
competition, and finished runner-up in
his weapon in the ACC Championships.
At the 1977 NCAA Championships, he recorded a fifth-place finish
in the sabre to earn All-America honors. His season performance
led the Tigers to a third-place finish in the ACC and a 13th-place
in the NCAA. Competition has also carried Renshaw to Vienna
and niKlapest with U.S. teams.
RALPH KING, North Carolina Track:
One of the greatest distancemen in UNC
track history is Ralph King, a senior
from Atlanta. Ga. King had a brilliant
Junior season. He was second in the
ACC Cross Country Championships and
won the mile run at the ACC Indoor
Games. He then put on a fantastic show
at the ACC Outdoor Championships.
First, he won the 1.500 meters. Then,
with only a short rest, he came back
and won the 5,000 meters In a meet rec-
ord time of 14:15.87. During the 1976-77
school year. King dropped the school
record 25 seconds in the 5,000 meters
and 26 seconds in the three-mile. How-
ever, King did not Just suddenly be-
come a star last year. He has been an outstanding runner through-
out his career. As a freshman, he was second in the ACC Cross
Country meet. He was injured during the fall of his sophomore
year, but still finished sixth in the cross country championships.
He also was the ACC indoor mile champion that year.
KRIS SNIDER. Virginia Lacrosse: A
senior Dean's List government major
from Suffern. N.Y.. Kris Snider has led
Virginia lacrosse scoring the past three
years. He scored 34 points his first year.
56 his second and 64 last spring. As a
sophomore, he was selected third-team
All-American and was second team last
season. He won the Allen Voshell Award
as Virginia's Most Valuable Player last
year, and also led major college players
in assists per game and points per game,
compiling the highest figures in those
categories in this decade. His 42 assists
and 64 points were the second best Vir-
ginia single season marks, and his 106
assists and 154 points ranks him second
and third, respectively, on Virginia's career lists. He plans grad-
uate school in landscape architecture.
TED DANIEL, Duke Tennis: A rising
senior from Tulsa. Okla., Ted Daniel
has captured two individual and one
doubles titles during his varsity tennis
career at Duke. As a freshman, he won
the ACC's No. 4 flight singles and then
teamed with double partner Chip Davis
to win the No. 2 doubles. This past
season, he completed the regular season
with an outstanding 22-1 dual meet
record and then swept through the ACC
tournament to win the No. 2 flight
crown. He captained the Blue Devils
last spring as a Junior and will battle
for the No. 1 position this year.
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Strength development and training are vital to any athletic team's
success, and Clemson's George Dostal has more than 600 Tigers toning
their muscles for their respective teams.
Dostal, who holds both his bachelor's and master's degrees from Kent
State University where he worked on his Ph.D with a concentration on
physiology of exercise, establishes off-season and in-season programs
tor Clemson's 18 athletic teams.
"We've spent as many as 40 hours writing a program for one team," he
explained "Every team has a general program which we set according to
the muscle groups used in that particular sport.
"Then, we establish a program for each individual, geared to his or her
own strength and ability.
"
Dostal pointed out that approximately six tons of free weights are
available in Clemson's modern and spacious strength training center
which he mans along with graduate assistants Pete Reynolds and Jack
Pollard.
Additionally, 20 Nautilus machines, three mini-gyms, a special neck
machine, four bench press stations, three squat racks, and a pair of
Olympic platforms are housed in this facility which is considered as one of
the very best strength training centers in America.
"Two of our primary thoughts are to build flexibility strength, then
maintain strength throughout the season, " he added.
"Everyone has his own idea about strength and weight programs, and
we feel very strongly about in-season programs which enable the players
to maintain that strength throughout the season, especially down the final
stretch of the campaign.
"
Dostal's off-season program is a very strict schedule in which each
individual works between 45 and 48 minutes three times a week.
But the in-season schedule for strength maintenance is a program of
between 25 and 35 minutes, and only twice weekly.
Two years ago there were but seven football players who could bench
press 300 pounds or better, whereas 61 of the '77 Tigers can accomplish
that feat.
Moreover, eight can bench press 400 pounds or more, with junior
middle guard Rich Tuten the top performer with an unofficial Atlantic
Coast Conference record of 500 pounds.
Four of the offensive linemen, Thad Allen, Joe Bostic, Jimmy Weeks,
and Jim Wells have all hit the 405-pound mark.
Another important exercise, according to Dostal, is the squat which
strengthens the leg muscles.
Already, four football players are above the 600-pound figure, with
junior linebacker Randy Scott's 635 pounds a team high.
Ten have gone over 500 pounds, and 40 have achieved 400 pounds or
better.
Last year there were a total of 8,206 workouts at an average of 35
minutes each under Dostal's supervision. With eight months remaining,
6,100 workouts have been held in Clemson's renovated facility.
In all, Dostal predicts 16,000 workouts this year for Tiger athletes as
Clemson strives for another top 25 ranking among the nation's major
colleges and universities which possess the finest overall programs.
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T. C. Atkinson. Jr., Director
W. G. DesCtiamps. Jr.. Director
Dr. R. C. Edwards, Director
Harper Gault, Director
Lewis F Holmes, Director
Frank Howard, Director
F. E. Hugties. Director
Dr. G. J. Lawhon, Jr.. Di^rector
Caltioun Lemon. Director
Chris Suber. Director
W H Taylor, Director
Marstiall Walker. Director
Bill McLellan, Athletic Director
George Bennett. IPTAY Executive Sec.
B K Chreitzberg
BIB Director, District I
IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT I
B. K. Chreitzberg. Director-District I
304 Whitehall Road












Walter T. Cox, Jr
Joe B. Davenport
Dr. James P. Hentz
Robert Lee Hill
Dr. C. Patrick Killen
Ralph King, Jr.
Randall McClain, Sr.
J. G. Miller, Jr.




Robert L. McCord. Chairman




F. Buist Eaves, Jr.
Robert M. Enwin, Jr.




T. C. Faulkner, Jr.
OCONEE COUNTY
W. C, Harper, Jr
McCurry Neville
PICKENS COUNTY









Dr. Tom C. Lynch, Jr.
Gil Rushton
William C. Singleton




IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT II
Grover Henry, Director-District II
71 5 Dupre Drive
Spartanburg, S C. 29302
CHEROKEE COUNTY
John M. Hamrick, Jr , Chairman






James R. Sanders, Jr.
GREENVILLE COUNTY
Kermit Watson. Chairman
Miles E Bruce, Vice Chairman
Floyd S- Long, Vice Chairman
C. Evans Putman. Vice Chairman

























E. Richard Taylor, Jr.













Dr N Carl Wessenger
SPARTANBURG COUNTY
W. M Manning. Jr , Chairman
T. R Adams, Jr
Andy N Beiers
John Brady
A. B. Bullington. Jr.
Cecil W Comer
William M Cooper








L. J Hendnx, Jr
W. A. Hudson
A- P Kerchmar
Arthur W. O Shields
Phil Pnnce
Marvin C Robinson, Jr.
Robert L Stoddard
UNION COUNTY
Harold E Blackwell, Chairman
Hunter S Harris, Jr
B E Kirby, Jr
W B. Shedd
^ Dr. J. H. Timmerman
IB I^B Director. District III
IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT III
Dr. John H. Timmerman, Director-Distnct II
1513 Morninghill Drive
Columbia, S. C 29210
AIKEN COUNTY








Alan M Tewkesbury III
Dr. Charlie W Timmerman





E. O Dukes. Jr . Chairman
J. B Herlong, Vice Chairman
Joe F. Anderson




















C. H. "Pete" Ragsdale III
Terry C. Shaver
J H Simpson, Jr
W Wade Smith
C. Gurnie Stuck
Dave C Waldrop. Jr
RICHLAND COUNTY





William T Clawson III
William B Clinton, Jr.
Ralph E. Cooper
Ernest Jamerson Corley, Jr.







Col. George B. Herndon
Harry J. Johnson
Virgil F Linder, Jr
James P McKeown III
John W McLure
W. Dave Merry III
Henry M Simons. Jr
Davis O Smith
John B Smith. Jr
Frederic W "Buddy" Wenck
E. Ralph Wessinger
SALUDA COUNTY









I Director, District IV
IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT IV
Bill M Reaves, Director-District IV
515 Richardson Circle, E
Hartsville, S C -29550
CHESTER COUNTY








James H Hoover, Chairman






Qr, W. Phil Kennedy. Chairman
Dr. Thomas James Bfell. Jr.
J Wilton Carter
William B McCown III
Harry McDonald
Dr. M. B Nickles. Jr.
Dennis Yarborough
FAIRFIELD COUNTY













James Alton Mobley, Jr.
LEE COUNTY
Green DesChamps
Don R McDaniel, Sr.
MARLBORO COUNTY




Aquille M Hand. Jr.. Chairman
David E Angel
James D Armour
James G Bagnal Ml
John Bracknell
S, L Campbell
E. M Buck George
Thomas E Grimes III
W F Harper
Alford Haselden
W. T Jenkins, Jr.
Floyd D, Johnson
J. C. Pearce
J- C. Rhea. Jr
William R. Sanders
Ben R. Smith. Jr.
F R. Gressette, Jr,
Director. District V
IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT V
R. Reeves Gressette. Jr
Director-District V
P. O Box 61 <








Grover C Kennedy. Jr.




























Walter A. Renken. Jr.
Crawford Sanders




J. Ryan White. Jr.. Chairman
Jack W. Carter
William T. Howell. Jr.
















F. Reeves Gressette. Jr., Chairman
William B, Bookhart, Jr.
David L. Glenn
W. C. Higginbotham, Jr.
J. M. Russell. Jr,
Jack G, Vallentine
James C. Williams, Jr,
Russell S, Wolfe III
G. G. Poole. Jr.
Director. District VI
IPTAY ORGANIZATION — DISTRICT VI
George G, Poole. Jr.
Director-District VI
P. 0. Box 541
Mullins. S. C. 29574
CLARENDON COUNTY
Theodore B Gardner, Chairman
D. H, Atkinson
G, H, Furse, Jr.
Lawrence I. Gibbons




W, Gordon Lynn. Chairman
Charles F Carmichael
L. B. Hardaway. Jr.




Rufus M. Brown. Chairman
Mrs. Rufus M, Brown
Marvin Cockfield
L. M. Coleman, Jr.
Dr. William L, Coleman


















A. H. Lachicotte. Jr.
HORRY COUNTY
R. G- Horton. Chairman
William D- Anderson. Jr.
F. L, Bradham
Buddy Gore






T. C. Atkinson III. Chairman





W. T. Fort, Jr., Chairman
Sen. T. Bowen. Sr.
William B. Boyle
E. Mac DuBose
Dr. Wyman L. Morris
R, L, Wilder. Jr.
WILLIAMSBURG COUNTY
John J. Snow. Jr.. Chairman
Dr. W, C. Cottingham
W. H, Cox
Fred P. Guerry. Jr.
James M Kennedy
GEORGIA
Joe W. Turner. Albany
Mickey Earl Reeves. Athens
Douglas C Edwards, Atlanta
Howard E. Hord, Atlanta
Thomas W. Eiserhardt, Augusta
John L. Murray. Augusta
Edwin Presnell. Augusta





H M Anderson, Gainesville
A, U Priester, Jr
,
LaGrange
Eugene P Willimon. Jr., LaGrange
Jerry A Brannon. Lilburn
Andrew P Calhoun. Savannah
William C Lawson, Savannah
NORTH CAROLINA
James H. Spencer, Jr., Asheboro
Eddie N. Dalton, Asheville
Manly E. Wright. Asheville
W. W. Allen. Cary
John B. Cornwell III. Charlotte
James B. Foster. Charlotte
Edgar L. Miller, Jr., Charlotte
George A. Hutto. Jr.. Cramerton
Dr. Joe B. Godfrey. Forest City
Col. J, L, Edmonds, Greensboro
Walter M, Nash III, Greensboro
Pete Folsom, Hendersonville
Tom R. Morns, Jr.. Hickory
Robert E, McClure. Laurinburg
W, D, Moss, Jr,, Mooresville
Dr. T. G. Westmoreland. Shelby
Dr. C. R. Swearingen. Jr., Smithfield
William T, Worth. Southern Pines
Robert S. Bonds, Statesville






































Col. David C. Rogers
Vienna. Va.
IPTAY REPRESENTATIVES AT-LARGE
Capt. Frank J Jervey, Clemson




C. M, Shook, Piedmont
Garry C, "Flip" Phillips. Seneca
Robert Cathey. Houston. Texas
Keith Waters. Texas
W. B. Croxton
During the fiscal year of 1976-77, Clemson's IPTAY
Club experienced its finest year. For the thirteenth con-
secutive year contributions exceeded those of the previous
twelve month period. IPTAY President George Poole, Jr.
and his staff, along with the more than 400 IPTAY Rep-
resentatives, led the organization to a record setting year.
An increase of almost twelve percent above last year's
contributions was realized and the organization achieved
one hundred and seven percent of its projected goal.
' Denotes Life Member
'* Denotes Honorary Life tVlember
$2,000 IPTAY SCHOLARSHIP DONORS
Abney Mills
Anderson, SC
A. D. Amick Memorial
Batesburg, SC
Bankers Trust of S. C.
Greenwood, SC
Mr. Jack M. Blasius
Spartanburg, SC
The R. L. Bryan Co.
Columbia, SC
Mr. Ralph E. Cooper
Columbia. SC
Mr. R. W. Dalton
Greenville, SC
Daniel Construction Co.
Mr. Currie B. Spivey, Jr.
Greenville, SC






Mr. & Mrs. C. Guy Gunter
Greenville, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Joe F. Hayes
Greenville, SC
Coach Frank J. Howfard
Clemson, SC




Mr. & Mrs. E. Oswald Lightsey
Hampton, SC
Mr. James P. McKeown III
Columbia, SC
Mr. Ellison S. McKissick, Jr.
Greenville, SC








Piedmont Paper Co., Inc.
Asheville, NC




Mr. Jerome J. Richardson
Spartanburg, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Hoke Sloan
Clemson, SC
Mr. Davis 0. Smith
Columbia, SC
Mr. & Mrs. John R. Smith
Atlanta, GA
Mr. Allen K. Trobaugh
Midland, TX
Clarence Koester, President
Southern Area ARA Services
Atlanta, GA
$1,000 TIGER SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS
Republic National Bank
Columbia, SC




Capt. Frank J. Jervey
Clemson, SC
Mr. Tom C. Lynch, Jr.
Clemson, SC
Mr. James V. Patterson
Clemson, SC
Mr. Paul J. Reece
Pickens, SC
Mr. John H. Bailey
Columbia. SC
Mrs. Dorothy J. Crews
Columbia, SC
Imperial Die Casting Corp.
Pickens. SC
Mr. Larry W. Flynn
Columbia, SC
Jeff Hunt Machinery Co.
Columbia. SC
Ann S. Dennis Antiques
Spartanburg. SC
Mr. W. Frank Durham, Jr.
Fairforest, SC




Mr. Robert R. Russell, Jr.
Columbia. SC
South Carolina National Bank
Columbia, SC
In Honor of
Mr. & Mrs. W. P. (Pap) TImmerman
By: Dr. & Mrs. John H. TImmerman & Family
and
Mr. & Mrs. W. P. (Tim) Timmerman & Family
Columbia, SC
Puritan Ind. Maintenance Corp.
Spartanburg. SC
Mr. Phil H. Prince
Spartanburg, SC





Mr. Truman W. Shirley, Jr.
Greenville. SC






Mr. John P. • Pat" Gore
Myrtle Beach. SC
Mr. G. P. Lachicotte
Lugoff. SC
Mr. P. W. McAlister
Laurens. SC
Mr. W. G. DesChamps. Jr.
Bishopville. SC
Mr. George I. Alley
Irmo. SC
Mr. & Mrs. V. F. Under, Jr.
Irmo. SC
T. C. Atkinson III & Friend
Marion. SC
Mr. r. C. Atkinson, Jr.
Marion, SC
Dr. William L. Cheezem, Jr.
Marion. SC





Mr. Earle Joiner Bedenbaugh
Prosperity. SC
"In Memory of Elbert L. Bailes"
West Union. SC
Mr. Frank J. McGee
Seneca. SC






Dr. L. P. Varn
Orangeburg. SC




Mr. F. E. Hughes, Jr.
Winnsboro, SC
Mr. & Mrs. Rufus M. Brown
Florence, SC
Mr. James W. King
Johnsonville. SC
Mr. William G. Moorer
Lake City, SC
Mr. Stephen H. Mudge
Johnsonville. SC




Mr. C. L. Cribb. Jr.
Georgetown. SC
• R. W. Bond Clemson IPTAY
Scholarship Endowment
Greenville, SC




Mr. James F. Harrison
Greenville, SC







Mr. C. B. Martin
Greenville. SC
"A Friend of Clemson"
Greenville. SC




Mr. C. Evans Putman
Greenville. SC




Mr. James H. Boulware
Anderson. SC
First National Bank of S. C.






Mr. John M. Harper, Jr.
Williamston, SC
Dr. Henry C. Martin
Anderson. SC




Ed & Red Phillips Chicken Farm
Moncks Corner, SC
M. W. Umphlett Memorial
Clyde D. & Calhoun W. Umphlett
Moncks Corner. SC
Ware Brothers Const. Co.
Moncks Corner. SC




Dr. Fletcher C. Derrick, Jr.
Charleston, SC
Mr. Peter D. Oorn. Jr.
Mr. David Craig Dorn
Charleston, SC




Dr. M. B. Nickles, Jr.
Hartsville, SC
R. B. Pond Constr. Co., Inc.
Mr. William M. Boyce
Darlington, SC
Mr. Horace T. Holmes
Trenton, oC
Mr. L. F. Holmes
Trenton, SC
Mr. J. K. Coleman
Winnsboro. SC
Mr. Edward M. Crawford
Winnsboro. SC





Mr. Erwin C. Thornton
Spartanburg, SC
Mr. Billy G. Watson
Spartanburg, SC
Booth Boyle Livestock Co.
Sumter, SC
• R. A. Bowen Memorial IPTAY Scholarship
Macon, GA




Mr. D. William Brosnan
Asheville, NC
Mr. J. Bennetts Cornwall III
Matthews, NC
Mr. Eddie N. Dalton
Asheville, NC
Mr. J. Henry Dowdy
High Point, NC
Mr. Gordon L. Goodson
Lincolnton. NC
Mr. Gary J. Gosztonyi
Greensboro, NC
Mr. John E. Hamilton
Jacksonville. FL
Libby & Bill Holcomb
McLean, VA
Mr. William H. Lewis
Fairmont, NC
Mr. John L. Murray, Jr.
Augusta, GA
Mr. David L. Peebles
Newport News, VA





Ralph M. and Herbert Cannon







No. Yrs. IPTAY Member
44th Year
$500 Gold Card
Is hereby certified as a member and is
entitled to all the benefits thereof.
July 1,1977 to June 30,1978
ABBEVILLE COUNTY
William H. Baxley III, DMD
Mr. & Mrs. Wm. C. Dupre
C. L. Muggins
AIKEN COUNTY
Mr. William R. Alexander
Mr. Frank T. Gibbs
Houndslake Corp.
Mr. Richard L. Meyer
Mr. A. H. Peters, Jr.
Mr. Alan M. Tewkesbury III
Dr. Charlie W. Timmerman
Mr. F. A. Townsend, Jr.
Mr. T. Clifton Weeks
ANDERSON COUNTY
Mr. R. H. Anderson
Anderson County Clemson Club
Anderson Orthodontic Assocs.
Drs. Croxton & McConnell
Baychem
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
The C & S National Bank
Capital Bank Trust
Mr. Linwood Cheatham
Mr. Nathan W. Childs
Mr. B. K. Chreitzberg
Boscobel Golf & Country Club
Mr. Jesse A. Cobb, Jr.
Mr. R. Carol Cook
R. Doug Cromer
Dr. Claude Dixon
Mr. J. Tom Forrester, Jr.
Dr. Walter L. Gaillard




Drs. Hentz & Hentz, PA
Dr. Charles W. Hinnant
Mr. W. T. Hopkins
Mr. Grady R. Jones
In Memory of Max B. King
King Oil Co.
Mr. James F. Little
G. Eugene Madden
Mr. Steven E. Madden
Mr. Harry Major
Mr. Virgil P. McCormick and
Mr. Lawrence A. Sutherland
Dr. Vernon Merchant, Jr.
Mr. P. C. Osteen, Jr.
The Peoples Bank of Iva
Piedmont Candy & Cigar Co.
In Memory of C. Randolph
McClure, Sr.
Dr. J. Clayton Richardson
Dr. C. Eric Richardson
Dr. Donald C. Roberts
Dr. Joseph C. Yarbrough, Jr.
Mr. Ronnie A. Smith
Mr. T. Barney Smith
Mr. James A. Smith, Jr.
Pete J. & Jim Stathakis
Dr. A. Fred Stringer, Jr.
Mr. Chris Suber
Welborn Tire Service, Inc.
Mr. Harry McLean Wilson
BARNWELL COUNTY
Norman M. Smith II
BEAUFORT COUNTY
Mr. Charles L. Johnson
BERKELEY COUNTY
Dr. Rhett B. Myers
Dr. Peter E. Myers IV
Mr. Denmon W. Orvin, Jr.
Mr. T. W. Salisbury, Jr.
John H. Swicord, M.D.
CHARLESTON COUNTY
Charleston Oil Co.
Buddy, Van Noy, Tommy &
Ned Thornhill
Mr. William A. Grant
Ashley River Animal Hospital
Mr. O. R. Lever
Mr. John T. Mundy
Mr. Aaron A. Nettles, Jr.
Mr. E. M. Seabrook, Jr.
Drs. J. O. & K. C. Shuler
Dr. J. Robert Stout
CHEROKEE COUNTY
Dr. W. Ronald Barrett
Mr. R. S. Campbell, Jr.
Keller Development Co., Inc.
Mr. E. Raymond Parker
Gaffney Broadcasting, Inc.
CHESTER COUNTY
Joel W. Collins Memorial
Mr. J. B. Pressley, Jr.





Mr. John Wm. Green
J. W. Green Co., Inc.
COLLETON COUNTY
Dr. J. Frank Biggers
Mr. James Ray Cook
DARLINGTON COUNTY
T. James Bell, Jr., M.D.
Dr. Paul A. Coward
Dr. Wm. P. Kennedy
Dr. G. J. Lawhon, Jr.
Mr. Harry M. McDonald











Mr Charles F. Carmichael
Mr. W. G. Lynn
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph L. Powell
Mr. Albert J. Rogers
Mr. T. Neal Rogers
DORCHESTER COUNTY
Bailey & Associates
Mr. Gene W. Dukes
EDGEFIELD COUNTY
Diversified Industries, Inc.
Mr, & Mrs. Robert H. Herlong
Mr. & Mrs. John A. Hughes
FAIRFIELD COUNTY
Mr. W. M. Estes, Jr.
Barbara S. & Adrian J. Glenn
Mr. John J. Hood, Jr.
Mr. Harold R. Jones
Pigeon Granite Co.
J. P. Brooks & J. P. Brooks, Jr.
Mr. William H. Wylie
FLORENCE COUNTY
Mr. Joe L. Bostick
Memorial to Mr. G. Wilson Bryce
Dr. William L. Coleman
Mr. F. A. Douglass, Jr.
Mr. L. Chappell Jones
King Farms
Mr. Joe W. King
Mr. Tom M. Robertson
Mr. Bobby J. Watford
Mr. Allen P. Wood, AIA
GEORGETOWN COUNTY
Mr. Glenn A. Cox
Mr. H. E. Hemingway
Mr. A. H. Lachicotte, Jr.
Mr. Paul Patnck
GREENVILLE COUNTY
Allied Textile Sales, inc.
Allstate Food Brokers, Inc.
Mr. T. L. Ayers, Jr.
Mr. Grady Ballard
Aaro Rents, Inc.
L. L. Bates, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Harry G. Batson
Mr. Ralph W. Blakely
Dr. James E. Bostic, Jr.
Mr. Charles A. Bryan, Jr.
Chas. S. Tanner Co.
Mr. William E. Mathews
Mr. J. M. Clary
Cooper Motor Lines, Inc.
Mr. Walter B. Crawford
Mr. Alonzo M. Debruhl
Mr. Wm. Lem Dillard
Mr. Edwin W. Evans
Mr. Raleigh J. Farr
Mr. Thomas M. Floyd, Jr.
Mr. Harrison S. Forrester
Mr. L. E. Freeman
Mr. J. M. Gilfillin
Mr. C. R. Goulet
Mr. A. P. Gray
Mr. C. L. Greene
Jack & Patsy Greene
Dr. Floyd F. Griffin, Jr.
Hardwood Mfg. Co. #1
Mr. Donald L. Harnson
Mr. J. D. Harrison
Robert T. Harrison
Mr. James G. Hayes
Mr. W Joe Henson
Mr. Joe A. Hewell
Mr. & Mrs. Harold L. Hix
Mr. W. M. Hooks
Mr. Bobby Hudson
Mr. Fred A. Johnson
C. Fred Kelley, D.M.D.
Dr. Willis A. King, Jr.
Dr. Roland M. Knight
*Littlejohn Memorial IPTAY
Scholarship
Mr. Fred J. Mappus, Jr.
Mr. Seabrook L. Merchant
Mr. Buck Mickel
Mr. Earl B. Mills
Orders Tile & Dist. Co., Inc.
Mr. John F. Palmer
Palmetto Loom Reed Co.
Mr. L.R. "Choppy" Patterson
Mr. I. N. Patterson, Jr.
Mr. John Perkins
Mr. George M. Plyler
Mr. D. C. Poole
Francis Realty Co.
Mr. Charles F. Rhem, Jr.
James Rochester Co., Inc.
Mr. James Rochester
Mr. J. D. Rudder
Shealy Elec. Wholesalers, Inc.
Mr. Gordon Sherard
Mr. C. M. Shook
Dr. Robert S. Small
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas O. Spell
Mr. James B. Stephens
Mr. Murray M. Stokely
Dr. Edwin L. Stroud
Mr. Wm. B. Sturgis
Mr. Jack R. Tatham
Mr. Robert R. Taylor
Thermo-Kinetics, Inc.
Mr. J. E. Chambers
Mr. Fred M. Thompson
Mr. J. P. Thompson, Jr.
Mr. Jim Thrailkill
& Dr. Ben Thrailkill
Threatt-Maxwell Const. Co., Inc.
Mr. Clarence R. Turner, Jr.
Mr. R. H. Walker
Mr. J. D. Wells, Jr.
Mr. Max Whatley
GREENWOOD COUNTY
Dr. F. E. Abell, Jr.
Mr. W. K. Brown
G & P Trucking Co., Inc.
"Tiger Booster"
Mr. Roy E. Long
Pinson, McCoy & Jennings
Dr. & Mrs. Jeff Rockwell
Mr. George F. Smith, Jr.
A. M. Tuck, Inc., #1
A. M. Tuck, Inc., #2
HAMPTON COUNTY
Lawton Oil Company, Inc.
Mr. & Mrs. W. H. Mauldin
Mr. J. F. Wyman, Jr.
HORRY COUNTY
Mr. Jimmy Benton
Mr. George J. Bishop III
Mr. E. M. Bost
Mr. Leon Cannon
Mr. A. S. Dargan
Mr. Davis Heniford. Jr.
Holcombe Motor Co.
Mr. R. G. Horton
Mr. S. F. Horton
Mr. John L. Humphries
Mr. Thurmon W. McLamb
Riddle & Wilkes/Architects/lnc.
KERSHAW COUNTY
Dr. C. F. Higgins
Mr. Joseph C. Jackson
Mr. T. F. McNamara, Jr.
Mr. George Singleton, Jr.
J. F. Watson
LANCASTER COUNTY
Mr. James A. & Al Adams
In Memory of W. Olin Small
Mr. L. S. Stewman
Mr. & Mrs. Dauane Johnson
LAURENS COUNTY
Mr. James G. Bowling
Mr. Ronald L. Carlay
Mr. T. Heath Copeland
Mr. J. P. Paris
Mr. Charles Jeter Glenn
Mr. J. T. Hollingsworth
W. W. Niver, Jr.
LEE COUNTY
Mr. Wallace P. DesChamps
Mr. Don R. McDaniel, Sr.
LEXINGTON COUNTY
Mr. Raymond S. Caughman
Mr. John T. Drafts
Mr. Warren Craig Jumper
Mr. George M. Shealy
Mr. Woodrow H. Taylor




Mr. John H. Holt
Mr. Jones T. Hunter, Jr.
Mr. John O. Lewis, Jr.
Mr. Lewis B. Smith
Mr. Duncan C. Mclntyre
Mr. O. K. McKenzie
Mr. Gordon R. McLellan
MARLBORO COUNTY
Mr. John F. McLaurin, Jr.
Mr. Drake H. Rogers
NEWBERRY COUNTY
Mr. Gordon S. Leslie, Jr.
Mrs. Clarence W. Senn
Mr. Terry C. Shaver
Mr. Clifford T. Smith
Mr. David Waldrop, Jr.
Mr. David C. Waldrop, Sr.
Mr. Harry S. Young
OCONEE COUNTY
W. C. Harper, Jr.
Dr. Frank A. Hoshall, Jr.
Deryl Keese & William C. Keese
Mr. Nick Milasnovich
Mr. Marshall J. Parker
Mr. Joseph Rukat, Jr.
ORANGEBURG COUNTY
Mr. W. A. Cartwnght, Jr.
H. D. Folk
Fort Sumter Petroleum Co., Inc.
Mr. Leiand M. Bradshaw
Mr. F. Reeves Gressette, Jr.
Mr. D. A. Kennerly
Mr. J. M. Russell. Jr.
Mr. W. E. Verdery
PICKENS COUNTY
A and A Builders
C. S. Boland, D.D.S.
In Memory of Paul E. Bowie, Jr.
Mr. J. Eddie Burrell




Central Concrete & Plaster, Inc.
Mr. E. E. Clayton
Mr. Kelly J. Dubose
Dr. & Mrs. William E. Dukes
Benjamin C. Dysart III
Dr. & Mrs. Billy L. Edge
Col. & Mrs. Marvin C. Ellison
Byron & Mickey Harder
Coach Frank J. Howard
Mr. Thomas M. Hunter
Mr. R. Frank Kolb II
Lanford Co.
McDonald's of Clemson
Mr. Jerry A. Meehan
Messrs. Gene & Bob Merritt
Mr. Allan R. Minovitz
Dr. Sam L. Moore
Mr. Christopher G. Olson
& Mr. Kenneth M. Mattison
Mr. William C. Peek
Mr. Brad Pressley
Mr. Sam Ray
Lt. Col. Richard C. Robbins
Dr. & Mrs. Thomas E. Skelton
T. E. Jones & Sons of Easley
Mr. R. A. Jones
Mr. W. E. Vaughan




B. P. Barber & Associates, Inc.




W. L. Harrington, Jr.
The Continental Group, Inc.
Mr. C. M. Murphy
Charles Edward Corley III, M.D.
Mr. Terris L. Eller
Mr. James W. Engram
Mr. W. T. Eraser, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. Donald R. Fugate
Mr. Don E. Golightly
Mr. Robert L. Grigsby, Jr.
Mr. David G. Jeter
Mr. & Mrs. J. J. Kirby, Jr.
Mr. C. M. "Buddy" Lewis
Col. John L. Mack, Sr.
Mr. John D. McConnell
In Memory of Mr. S. C. McMeekin
Mr. W. L. Monts, Sr.
Richard Newton Assoc., Inc.
Patrick Construction Co.
Mr. John C. Rivers
Sadler & Company, Inc.
First National Bank of S. C.
Mr. Frank W. Smith
Mr. Kenneth M. Suggs
Mr. Roy N. Taylor
Mr. Charles E. Whitener
SALUDA COUNTY
Mr. James A. Derrick




Dr. Henry S. Anderson
Y. C. Ballenger Electrical Contr.
Mr. Jannes Vicent Caggiano
Wendell Christopher
Mr. A. Courtney Cobb
Mr. Harry H. Gibson
Joe A. Harris, Inc.
Mr. L. J. Hendrix, Jr.





"A Friend From Spartanburg"
Dr. James Sam Seastrunk
Mr. Raymond S. Waters
Mr. Boyd West
Woman's Clinic
Dr. James O. Johnson
SUMTER COUNTY
Mr. Hugh B. Betchman, Jr.
Mr. Harold S. Boozer
John J. Britton, Jr.
E. M. Dubose
Mr. W. T. Fort, Jr.
Mr. A. J. Gaughf
Dr. Wilson Greene, Jr.
Mr. Sam M. Harper
Mr. Jasper T. James III
Mr. J. T. James, Jr.
Korn Industries, Inc.
Dr. Wyman L. Morris
Mr. Sammie Morris
The National Bank of S. C.
Mr. J. M. Sprott, Vice Pres.
W. L. Ragland
Mr. Charles A. Segars
UNION COUNTY
Jack & Jean Burch
Dr. H. Russell Caston, Jr.
WILLIAMSBURG COUNTY
"Bubber" Snow
Mr. F. E. Huggins
Mr. D. I. Wilson III
Thomas O. Morris
Hemingway Pharmacy
Mr. A. J. Rigby, Jr.
YORK COUNTY
Mrs. John K. Benfleld, Jr.
Cannon's, Inc.
Mr. Joseph L. Huckabee
Mr. W. Bennett Kirkpatrick
Mr. Claud H. Morrow
Mr. Calvin B. Morrow
Mr. Charles K. Segal
Mr. Ben R. Smith, Jr.
Mr. Marshall E. Walker
Mr. John N. Warren, Jr.
Mr. J. Norman Warren
OUT OF STATE
Mr. William D. Anderson
Atlanta, GA
Mr. Emerson E. Andrishok
Warren, NJ
Mr. J. Garner Bagnal
Statesville, NC
Mr. John C. Boesch, Jr.
Charlotte, NC
Mr. R. A. Bowen, Jr.
Macon, GA
Mr. J. O. Buck Buchanan
Asheville, NC
In Memory of Patrick N. Calhoun
Charlotte, NC
Mr. Robert L. Carlson
Charlotte, NC
Mr. Robert T. Cathey
Houston, TX
Mr. James E. Chinners, Jr.
Bay Village, OH




Mr. Ben G. Crosland, Jr.
Toccoa, GA








Dr. Joe B. Godfrey
Forest City, NC
Mr. P. V. Guyton
Philadelphia, PA
Mr. W. E. Holland
Charlotte, NC
Mr. James S. Hunter
Charlotte. NC
Mr. Carroll F. Hutto
Atlanta, GA
Mr. Bobby B. Jolley
Jamestown, NC




Thomas P. Lane, Jr.
& Kenneth J. Hall
Johnson City, IN
Mr. Joe B. Maffett
Dalton, GA
Mr. J. B. Montgomery
Martinsville, VA
Mr. J. G. Moxon
Ocala, FL
In Memory of Albert Pavlik
Euclid. OH
Mr. James M. Perry
Rutherfordton, NC
Mr. Edwin S. Presnell
Augusta, GA
Mr. Lloyd W. Purser
Greensboro, NC
Mr. Hugh D. Putnam, Sr.
Cherryville, NC
Mr. E. John Rosenwald, Jr.
New York, NY
Mr. Harry W. Smith
Kingsport, IN
Mrs. Harry W. Smith
Kingsport, IN
Superior Synthetic Fibers, Inc.
Charlotte, NC
Mr. J. P. Swails
Burlington, NC
Mr. Joseph D. Swann
Stone Mountain, GA
Dr. C. R. Sweahngen, Jr.
Smithfield, NC




Mr. W. T. Vick
Salisbury, NC
Dr. T. G. Westmoreland
Shelby, NC
Mr. Don V. Whelchel
Mr. Stanley Riggins
Charlotte, NC
Mr. Charles Richard Wood
Ft. Worth, TX
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Dr. John L, Guy
Mr, M. Earle Williamson
AIKEN COUNTY
Alexander Moorman Assoc.
Mr John G Calhoun
H C Coward & Son
Mr, Donald L, Fulmer
Mr, Elbert Hines Hamilton
Mr H, Earle Holley. Jr,
Mr Arthur Leroy Jones
Mr Eugene H Kneece, Jr.
Mr, John G, Molony
Mr Wm W Molony, Jr,
Mr James L Walpole
Dr W G Watson
ALLENDALE COUNTY
Mr W Ross Brewer
Mr John F Brunson
W M Terry. Jr
ANDERSON COUNTY
Mr Leon B Allen
Mr Baylis E, Anderson
Anderson Orthopedic Clinic PA
Mr, & Mrs Samuel Ashley
Mr & Mrs Sacl< Bagley
Dr Robert B Belk
Mr Richard P Black
Dr Carroll W Bowie




Charles L, Colley. Randy D Bunton
Dannie K Ragsdale
Herbert Byrant & Jim Cooley
Mr John A Davenport
Mr W M Dillard
Dr, Leonard W, Douglas
Mr Tom W Dunaway, Jr,
Mr George H Durham, Jr,
Mr Larry Eanwood
Mr Marshall A Pant
Mr Marshall A Fant III
Mr Lamar Gaillard
Mr, George L Graham
Dr, Charles R Gritfin
Mr & Mrs Nardin Heard
Mr Robert Lee Hill
Mr Roy B Jeflcoal
Mr Wallace Jones
Mr William P Kay, Sr,
Mr & Mrs Raymond A, King
Mr S T King
Mr Ralph F King. Jr,
Mr Frank H Turner, Jr.
Mr Olin S Kirkpalrick
Mr James W Logan, Jr
Mr C L- Lomas
Mr, W C, McGregor, Jr,
Dr. Harold L Murray
Mr. D. K. Oglesby, Jr.
Mr. J. Leonard Patterson
Mr. Steve Pearce
Mr. J Roy Pennell, Jr.
James E Pennell, M.D . PA
Mr W V Trammell
Mr A R Ramseur
Rhodes Development Co . Inc.
Mr. James R Rogers
Mr. Allan P Sloan. Jr.
Mr Robert W Smith
Mr George M Taylor
Mr. Fredenck J Terry
Mr. James C. Thompson. Jr.
Mr Preston O. Toole
Mr L M Watson
W L Lyies, Jr & S. J. Watson
Mr & Mrs Rick Whatley
Mr P Louis Whitworth
Wholesale Electrical Supply Co.
Williams Plastenng. Inc.
Mr. Kenneth S. Wohlford
BAMBERG COUNTY
Mr Lewis E Brown
Mr J E Brown, Jr.
Mr. N R Davis. Jr.
"A Tiger Supporter"
Dr E Gray Jeffords
Mr Claude McCain
Mr J L McMillan
Mr. Victor Whetstone. Jr
"In Memory of Col Francis M Zeigler.
Class of 1923
BARNWELL COUNTY
Mr Robert H. Birt
Mr Ted W Craig
Walter H Jenkins
Mr. Frederick D Mixon
Mr. James M Shuler
BEAUFORT COUNTY
Bales Associates. Architects/ Planners
Mr. T R. Garrett
Mr Bryan Loadholt




Mr. Eugene F. Oliver
Mr D D Page. Sr.
Mr. F M Peagler
Mr. Nolan L. Pontiff, Jr.
Mr. W. A. (Bill) Russell
CALHOUN COUNTY
C O Bull Oil Co
C. F. Evans & Co.
Eldon V. Haigler. Jr
Mr. S. H. Houck
CHARLESTON COUNTY
Mr John Q Adams III
Ricky Bailey










David M Murray. Jr.
Hans F. Paul
Carl S Pulkinen
Crawford E. Sanders III







Mr James Wilkins Brown
Mr Michael A. Vaughan
Mr Lawrence E Childers
Mr. Gary E Clary
Mr. Wylie Hamrick
Mr John M Hamrick. Jr.
Mr B R Kernels
CHESTER COUNTY
Mr J B Bankhead
Mr James W Bankhead
Mr William T Barnett
Mr Steven Epps
Mr George R. Fleming
Mr Mack D Gilreath, Jr.
Mrs S W Gough
Mr Sammy Worthy Gough
Mr. W. P Johnson
Mr W. E Lindsay
John B Pressley
and Miss Joan B Pressley
Dr Halsted M Stone
Mr. Fred Triplelt, Jr
J A White Memorial
CLARENDON COUNTY
Dr Clarence E Coker. Jr,
Mr Manon E. Dubose
Mr Roger L. Flowers
Mr. G. H Furse. Jr.
Mr. Scott H Jackson
Robert E Jackson. M.D,
Mr. W. J. Rawlinson
Mr. H. B Rickenbaker
Mr Horace F Swilley
COLLETON COUNTY
Mr Calvert W Huffines
Mr. Edward J Werntz, Jr.
DARLINGTON COUNTY
Mr Richard L Baird
Mr Edwin Gay Bass, Jr,
McKorell Bros.
Mr J. W Carter
Ray Clanlon
Mr. Edward B Crawford
Mr Martin S Diggers
Mr Harris Hicks
Mr L Fuller Howie
Mr Peer L McCall, Jr.
Mr William B McCown HI
"Mr. Alex S. Morrison
Mr John C. Walker
Mr. W G Wofford
Mr. James R Woodham
DILLON COUNTY
Mr Laurens W Floyd
DORCHESTER COUNTY
Bertin B. Myers Lumber Corp
Mr. Eart R Dupnest, Jr
EDGEFIELD COUNTY
Mr Joe F Anderson, Sr.
Mr Douglas W Curtis
& Cres Curtis
Mr. D C Herlong
Mr T H Herlong
Mr Frank W Herlong
Mr L D. Holmes. Jr
FAIRFIELD COUNTY
Mr William J. Arnette
Mr Louis M Boulware
Mr Warren R Herndon
Mr John C. Renwick. Jr
Mr James W Stephenson III
FLORENCE COUNTY
Bob s Bar-B-Q
Mr Thomas D. Birchmore
Mr B. M Brodie
Mr Harry Wm. Clanton. Jr.
Mr. L. M. Coleman. Jr.






Mr L B. Finklea, Jr.
Mr Howard F Godwin
Dr E D. Guyton
Laddie Green Hiller
Mr. H Michael Kaylor
Mr John E. Lunn
Mr. Julian H. Price
Mr. Don Quattlebaum
Mr. John E. Taylor. Jr.
Tom Gressette Pest Control
Dr. J. P. Truluck. Jr.
Mr. J. W. Truluck. Jr.
Mr Robert Welch
Mr Edward L Young
GEORGETOWN COUNTY
Mr Loyd C Morns




Mr. Dwight F. Allen
Mr. Jack L- Atkinson
Mr. J. E. Austin, Jr.
Mr David W Balenllne
Mr C- P Ballenger, Jr
Mr. James Balloch
Mr H. Elliott Batson II
Mr. Jotin H Beckroge, Jr
Mr- James A- Boling
Mr, Hugh J Bonino
Mr, Peter H. Bryan
Mr Billy Bullock
Mr, Claude M Burdette
Mr Bill R Chandler
Chemurgy Products, Inc #1
Chemurgy Products #2
Mr Philip D, Cunningham
Mr, John M, Chewning. Jr.
Mr, Sidney Lamar Cline
Mr, Palmer Covil
Mr Richard A Curtis
Mr Ellis L Darby, Jr
Mr W Cantey Davis, Jr,
Mr, C, F, Dawes
Dean Constaiction Co , Inc.
Mr William Billy S Delk
Mr I L Donkle, Jr
Mr C. V EIrod
Mr James E. Foster, Jr,
Mr E Cole Huckabee
Mr. Clark Gaston, Jr
Mr Charles F, Gentry, Jr.
Mr W. N, Ginn III
Mr Bill R, Gosnell
Mr Dan Gosnell
Mr Joel W Gray III
Mr Billy L, Grigsby
Mr John F Guest
Mr Edward D Guy, Jr.
Mr Caldwell Harper
Harper Brothers, Inc.
Mr Major L Higgins
Mr Francis K Hinnant
Mr C, W, Hinton
Mr Richard H Ivester
Mr Dale Johnson
Mr. Wm. R Jolly, Jr.
In Memory of Mr. Ernest G. Jones
Mr. W. J. Jordan, Jr.
Mr. Lewis S. Kay
Mr. Julian M Langston, Jr.
Mr. Terrell Lanktord
Mr, Frank S, Leake, Jr,
Mr, L, G, Lewis, Jr.
"Bud" Long
Mr. Thomas Carter
Mr. W Gordon McCabe, Jr
Mr L A. McKinney
Dr. James P McNamara
Mr. William H Moody
Moore-Tinsley Supply Co.
Mount Vernon Dryer Felt Co.
Mr Kenneth L Nail
Mr William J. Neely, Jr
Mr Paul T. Norris
Mr. & Mrs Jerry W Odom & Melissa
Orders Mattress Co., Inc
Mr. Russell Hunter Park
Mr, H, J Parton, Jr,
Mr, Douglas F, Patnck
Mr, J Grant Scott
Piedmont Pnntmakers & Supply Co , Inc
Mr James W Moore
Mr William M Poe
Mr Raymond E Putman
Mr Ken W Reed
Mr, B D, Robbins
Mr, Stephen G, Roberson
Mr, Laverne Cole
Mr, Benjamin T, Rook
Ml. E R, Roper
Sahara Stone of S, C
Mr James L, Sanderson
Mr David R, Schumpert, Jr.
Mr. Joe W Sellers
Leon Sham Co
Spartan Express, Inc
Suitt Construction Co , Inc
Calvin Summey-th Lumber Yard, Inc.
Mr, James A, Taylor
Mr, John Russell Terry , Jr,
Texize Chemical Co
Mr Charles C Thompson
Mr W E, Thrailkill
Mr, Gerald S Tomplins, Jr,
Mr, J, Harold Townes, Jr, AIA
Vissage Auto Parts Co,, Inc,
Mr. Joel W. Wells
Ms. Dora Wiley Wham
Mr, Clyde H, White
Mr, James D Whiteside
Mr, Edward C Wilhoit
Mr David H, Wilkins
Mr J V, Williams
Mr, & Mrs Charles P. Willimon, Jr.
Willson Rigglns Landscape, Inc.,
Willson & Linda
Mr Charles C, Withington, Jr,
Mr John W Wood, Jr,
Yeargin Construction Co,, Inc,
GREENWOOD COUNTY
Mr Nick P Anagnost
Mr Wm Thomas Anderson
Mr Clarence L Beaudrot
Mr, C O Browning
Mr, Robert L, Crawford, Jr
Mr, Coy Jefferson Gray
Mr, Nevit Y Johnson
Mr, George L Johnson, Jr,
Mr Charles E Key
Mr, Marshall Long
Mr, P R Nickles
Mr, John H, Roberts
Mr, B F Scott
Mr Joe H, Seal
Mr, W R Swearingen
Mr Sonny Tinsley
Mr Howard Tolbert
Mr F M Werts
HAMPTON COUNTY
David B Gohagen
Hampton Gas Co , Inc.
Winston A, Lawton, Jr.
Mr. J, D Rouse, Sr,
Mr Jacob D, Rouse, Jr.
Mr William F Speights
HORRY COUNTY
Mr James W Barnette, Jr
Manon T Bellamy
Mr. F L Bradham
Mr. Robert C Crenshaw
Dr. William S, Fairey
Mr. Frederick C, Gore
Dan P Gray & John R, Gray
Grayco Steel Corp
Mr, Arthur R, Hardee
Mr Oscar L, Hodge
Inlet Development Corp,
Dr, Murray T, Jackson
Labruce Nursery
Mr, Earl O Neil McCoy, Jr,
Mr H, E Pearce, Jr,
Mr E, W Prince, Jr
Dr & Mrs Edward Leroy Proctor
Mr R S Winfield
JASPER COUNTY
Mr Bethel C Durant
KERSHAW COUNTY
Mr, Lester P, Branham, Sr.
Mr. W. L. Jackson
LANCASTER COUNTY
Mr Alford Blackmon
Mr R. H. Collins
Mr, Oscar S, Porter III
Mr Grady P, Robinson
Mr Randy Senn
LAURENS COUNTY
Mr J R Bedenbaugh
Jim & Gary Coleman
Mr, Gary Coleman
Mr. Walter S Ramage
LEE COUNTY
Mr James K Alexander
W Ray Alexander, Jr,
Mr. Carroll Green DesChamps II
Mr, G, H, McCutchen
In Memory of C, B Player by
C B Player, Jr, & C, B Player III
Mr Hughey Tindal, Jr.
LEXINGTON COUNTY
Mr Billy Amick
Mr, Alvin N Berry
Mr, F. U, Black
Mr E, Gerald Brotherton
Mr Michael Buzhardt
Mr, B M Cassady
D. H, Caughman
Mr Ernest Jamerson Corley, Jr.
Mr, J, E, Corley





118 S. PENDLETON STREET
EASLEY, S. C. 29640
PHONE 803-859-4991
Owned and Operated by ED BURRELL
Former Clemson Basketball Manager
Contact Ed About Giving
Your Watch "A New Face"
With The Official Tiger Paw
58
Mr, Leiand A Jackson
Mr, & Mrs Richard L, Johnston
Mr, & Mrs Tyrone McCarty
Messrs, Sluarl & Stan Miller
Lexington Supply Co
Wrenn Machine Tools. Inc.
MARION COUNTY
Mr Lacy Edwards, Jr.
In Memory of Bryan Huggins
T, Hunter West, Greenville. SC
Mr. Thomas M. West
MARLBORO COUNTY
Mr Ray C Smith
Mccormick county
Dr James W Gilbeh
NEWBERRY COUNTY
Mr Walter B Cousins
Mr Buddy Neel
Mr. Harold L. Pitts
Mr Ted Plemons
Mr. William McF Scurry
C. Gurnie Stuck
T. W. Suber
Mr. Ferd J. Summer
OCONEE COUNTY
K-Mac Service. Inc.
Dr John P Booker
Mr Robert H Cureton
Mr Walter E. Dixon. Jr
Mr Robert A. Ferguson. Jr.
Mr Louis C Holleman
Mr John N Landreth
Dr Harry B, Mays
Lane E Mays. M D.
Mr Bill McLees
Mr J Whitt Miller
Mr Arthur Nuttall. Jr.
Mr Garry C Phillips
Dr. Don A, Richardson
ORANGEBURG COUNTY
Mr E R Bair, Jr
Mr. George L. Binnicker. Jr.
Mr. William B Bookhart. Jr.
Mrs. Starr C Busbee
Mr Robert H Cauthen
Dr M Rodney Culler
W. Z Dantzler & Son
Mr Charles Parker Dempsey
Mr W W, Dukes, Jr
Mr Thomas J. Etheredge III
Mr. C- 0- Farnum
Mr, Maynard D Funchess
Mr W C Higginbotham. Jr
Al M. Hughes Lighting Creations. Inc.
Mr. H. A. McGee, Jr.
Mr. Julian A. On
Power Oil Co
Mr Ted Shuler
Mr. J. C Ulmer. Jr.
Mr. James C. Williams. Jr.
Mr John T. Zeigler, Jr.
PICKENS COUNTY
Mr Harold Albertson
Mr & Mrs George U Bennett
Dr. Lloyd H Blanton
Mr James A Brewer
Mr Jerry R Byrd
Dr Terence M. Clark
Clemson Service Station. Inc.
Educational & Counseling Clinic
Mr & Mrs. John A, Connell
Mr Redmon Coyle and
Mr, Nicholas Fletcher III
Mr, James Telford Craig. Jr.
Mr Roy S. Dalton
Mr Ernest O Delore
Duckett Funeral Home
Mr Alton B Cumbie III
Mr & Mrs Gary Ellenburg
Mrs Carolyn F Fowler
Dr. Richard C Fox
Mr Alan R Franklin
G & B Enterprises. Ltd.
Mr Roddey E. Getlys III
Mr Steven C Gibert
Mr Robert M Guerren and
Mr Frank Guerreri
Mr. Daniel Halllord
Mr Jimmy R Holliday
Home Savings & Loan Assn.
Mr Randolph D J Jackson
Dr J. H. Jameson
Dr G. Ansel King, Jr.
Mr Charles Ellenbrug
Mr. Ralph Kirk
Mr. W, Joe Lanham
Mr. Wm. D. Lowery
J. J. Lynn. D M D
Mr C V, Marchbanks, Jr.
Mr & Mrs. L. Paul Miller
Modern Home Builders
Mr. George B. (Bud) Nalley. Jr.
Mr. Jerry L. Pace
Mr. William J. Pridemore
Mr. W. J. Ragsdale
Mr. Cantey M Richardson
Mr R, R, Ritchie
Mr, Robert W, Robinson, Jr,
Shealy. Smith & Welborn. P A.
Mr. Drewry N. Simpson
Systems Management. Inc.
Col & Mrs. E. N. Tyndall
Mr Ernest Jones Washington. Jr.
Mr. H Belts Wilson
RICHLAND COUNTY
Mr & Mrs Sims T. Ballew
Mr Walton G. Snow
Mr & Mrs J M. Bell
"Bobby Blair
Dr. Robert H Blease
John H Bollin & Co.
Nash Broyles
Jack W, Brunson
Mr Henry Parrott Byrd
Mr Ray O'Brian Carter
Mr, W, T, Cassels, Jr,
Mrs Frances L, Chappell
Ike Cogburn
Mr, Charles W Cooper
Mr, Robert W Cowsert, Jr.
Dr, James W Culclasure
Dreher Packing Co . Inc.
Mr J. T Dukes
Mr Joe W. Dunn, Jr.
Dr Ray Elam
Mr George W Eleazer, Jr.
Dr. George H Fann
Greg S Fansh
Mr John G. Farmer
Dr. Larry Frick
Giant Portland Cement Co
T E Grimes. Jr,
Mr, James W, Hancock, Jr
Intrachem Recruiters
Mr. Malcolm C. Johnson
Mr. Charles M, Joye
Mr George G, Matthews. Jr.
Mr George G Matthews. Sr
Mr W. i. May
Mr James Lee Mays
Mr James T McCabe
David & Ruth McLellan
Dr. Henry W Moore
Mr Jeffrey A O Cain
Mr Thomas M Parker, Jr.
Mr, Eugene R Patterson
8, N, Pearman
Mr Maurice G, Pearson, Jr,
Piedmont Pnntmakers & Supply Corp.
Mr. James W Dodson
Mr C Kenneth Powell
Market Restaurant
Mr Henry E Hank" Reynolds. Sr
Mr. Bob Robinson
Mr David W Roof
Seaman Electric Supply. Inc
Mr Norman E Shuler
Mr Pelham W Simmons
Mr George Z Siokos
Mr Lawrence Steedly
Mr Donald H Kelly
Mr. Arthur M Suggs
Mr Paul E Thacker
Mr. H T Thompson. Jr.
Mr, Joe Ben Weeks
Mr, Ames H Wells
Mr, Wm, B Wells
Dr John A Wells. Jr
Mr. Beniamin F Whaley. Jr.






ACME Distr of Spbg . Inc.,
Quentin S. Broom
Mr. T. R. Adams. Jr.
Mr. R. L. Alexander, Jr.
Mr. Marvin B. Banton
Mr. Earl F. Blair
George F. Bolen. Jr
& L. E. Anderson, Jr,
Mr, H. J. Bowman
Budweiser of Spartanburg, Inc,
Mr. Gene E. Williams
Mr. C. B. Condrey
Buckeye Corp
Albert T. Correll
Mr. Billy W, Davis
Mr. Timothy M. Drake
Mr. R A. Earnhardt
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Fuller
Mr. C. E. Gray
Mr. & Mrs. Wilbur K. Hammett
Robert M. Hicklin
Miss Margaret Lee
Mr Frank W. Lee. Jr.
Lyman Oil Co.
Johnny M Wade
Mr. W M. Manning, Jr.
Mr M. C. McGarity, Jr,
Morgan Bank & Trust
Mr. George R, O'Cain, Jr.
Mr. F M. Foster III
Mr. Arthur W O Shields
Mr. Marvin C. Robinson
Mr. A. W. Shoolbred, Jr.
Mr J Clyde Simmons
In Memory of Nathan Sims"
Mr. Benny Sisk
Mr Rupert P. Smith
Southers Construction, Inc.
Dr David K. Stokes, Jr.
Troy H Cnbb & Sons. Inc.
Dr. Harold S. Vigodsky
Ted Wilson. Wm, D West
& Belton L, Mims
SUMTER COUNTY
Mr Charlie R Boyle, Jr,
Curtis Edens, Jr
Jack W, Erter. Jr,
and Ernest C Brown. Jr.
Mr. M D. Fort
Mr Jack W Gibson
Mr O. D. Harvin
Mr B. J. Lowder
"A Friend"
Demosthenes McCreight & Riley
Dr. John W Shaw
Mr. D Leslie Tindal
Mr R L. Wilder, Jr.
UNION COUNTY
Mr. E E Fowler
Mr Harold R Hoke
WILLIAMSBURG COUNTY
Mr. J. M, Connor
Dr, W, C, Cottingham
Mr, W, H, Cox
Mr. Fred P. Guerry, Jr.
Mr. S, W. Norton
YORK COUNTY
Mr V A Ballard
Mr Joseph W. Barnett
Mr E. N. Miller III
Culp Bros , Inc
Flint Realty & Const. Co.. Inc.
Mr. P. R. Hargett
Mr William Frampton Harper
Mr Patterson N Harvey
"Haselden and Owen
Mr D. P. Herlong
Mr. Lewis W. Hicks








Mr, John D. Barrentine
Buttonwillow. GA
Mr Marion B. Beason
Forest City. NC




Col, James E, Blessing
Kingsport. TN
Mr. James E, Brennan
Charlotte, NC
Mr, Lawrence H, Buchanan
Greensboro, NC
Mr, Richard E, Burdene
Asheville, NC
Mr, Jackie W, Calvert
Greensboro, NC
Mr Loyd B, Chapman
Huntsville, AL
Mr, W, A. Chase
Seneca, SD
Col. James Walker Clark
San Diego, CA
In Memory of Barry Anthony Clemons
Tabor City. NC
Mr. Jerry E. Dempsey
York, PA
Col. J. L. Edmonds
Greensboro, NC
Mr. Robert B, Ehlen
Anoka. MN
Mr, Ford F, Farabow, Jr,
Washington, DC
Mr, James D Fisher
Hixon, TN
Mr, Robert L, Flint
Houston, TX
Mr Robert A, Gettys, Jr,
Arden, NC
Mr Thomas W, Glenn III
Charlotte, NC
Mr Farnum M. Gray
Charlotte, NC
Mr Steve C. Gntfith, Jr,
Charlotte, NC
Mr Karl M. Guest
Northbrook. IL
Mr Donald L. Harris
Hermitage, TN
Mr Harry L. Hill
Asheville. NC
Dr Robert S Hill
Augusta. GA
Mr John R Hines
Orlando. FL
Mr Clifton E Holley
Hixon. TN
2d Lt Edwin B. Jackson
APO New York. NY
Mr Nevon F. Jeffcoat
Plant City, FL
Mr James H. Jones, Jr,
Dunwoody, GA
Mr William B Kellett
Toccoa, GA
Mr Vernon W. Kennington
Laurinburg. NC
Mr Robert A King
Columbus. GA
Mr Charles T. Kirkley
Decatur. GA
Mr. John B, Lipscomb
Sanford. NC
Mr Robert Andrew Lyons
Marietta, GA
Mr & Mrs Hal Malone
Greenville, TN
Mr Ralph C May, Jr.
Monroe. NC
Dr Robert C. McDaniel
Little Rock, AR
"Mr & Mrs, E, T, Mcllwain
Greensboro, NC
Mr Edgar L, Miller, Jr
Charlotte, NC
Mr Michael S, Mitcham
Lexington, NC
Mr, Walter M, Nash III
Greensboro, NC
Dr. Robert F. Poole, Jr.
Raleigh, NC
Mr. James Ed Robinson
Covington. GA
Mr. Robert W. Sistrunk
Burlington, NC
Mr. Oliver I. Snapp, Jr.
Houston. TX
Mr. John J. Snee
Salisbury, MD
Mr. & Mrs. C. T. Sutherland, Jr,
Stoneville. NC
Mr. & Mrs. Bob E Webb
Charlotte, NC
Mrs. Carmen H. Winburn
Charlotte, NC
•Mr. & Mrs. Harold Wood
Roanoke, VA
Mr. Wm. Lindsay Wylie
Southbury. CT




Filmed highlights of each week's game with Coach Charley Pell and the Voice
of the Clemson Tigers, Jim Phillips, are seen each week on the following stations.
Consult local listings for times.
WFBC-TV • WCIV-TV • WBTW TV • WRDW TV • WNOK TV
GREENVILLE CHARLESTON FLORENCE AUGUSTA COLUMBIA
brought to you by
ll First National Bank
We 're Ready To
Ball
HOME SAVINGS
AIMD LOAM ASSOCIATIOIM OF THE PIEDMOIMT
EASLEY • LIBERTY • PICKENS • CLEMSON
iS^ SpecialThanks
Ben Satcher


































George Ballentine Motor Co
Greenwood. S. C.
A! Smith
Judson T. Minyard. Inc.
Greenville. S. C.
Jack Tinsley Forrest Hughes
Tinsley-Crane Chevrolet Winnsboro Motor Sales Co.. Inc.




Dick Flynt (seated), Pres.










To the automobile dealers shown and listed on this page who
have donated cars to the Clemson Athletic Department for use in
travel by members of the staff.
Clemson Athletic Department.
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Make Check or Money order payable to: Add 4% S. C. Sales Tax to all
Clemson Canteen Giftshop shipments plus $1 .50 to cover
postage and handling. For three




Regardless of the occasion or person,
the CLEMSON CANTEEN GIFTSHOP
has made gift shopping easy. Merely
select the product(s) you so desire,
complete the coupon and forward with
check to CLEMSON CANTEEN GIFT-
SHOP, Clemson University, Clemson,
S. C 29631
#1 —Rubber baby pants with Tiger.
Sizes S (to 1 2 lbs ), M (1 2 to 1 8 lbs.), L
(19to23lbs.),XL(24to30lbs
) $1.79
#2—Baby bib with Tiger (Plastic with
terry cloth lining) $1 ,79
#3—Purple and orange STOCKING
CAP with CLEMSON on front (one
size fits all) $3 98
#4—Adult gym shorts CLEMSON
white W/navy stripe. Sizes S (28-30),
M (32-34), L (36-38), XL (40-
42 1 $3.98
#5—Child's SWEAT SHIRT in orange
or white Sizes XS (2-4), S (6-8), M
(10-12), L (14-16) $5.98
#6—Child's T-Shin white with navy
trim. Tiger socking Gamecock. Sizes
XS (2-4), S (6-8), M (10-12), L (14-
16) $3,49
#7—Child's navy and orange T-Shirt.
Sizes XS (2-4), S (6-8), M (10-12), L
(14-16) (Orange not available in
XS) $3.49
#8—Child's T-Shirt white with orange
tnm. Sizes XS (2-4), S (6-8), M (10-
12), L (14-16) $3 49
#9A—Adult navy unlined jacket with
PAW in Sizes S, M, L, XL ..$11 .98
9B—Children's unlined jacket avail-
able in Sizes S (6-8), M (10-12), L
(14-16) $10 98
#10A—Adult orange unlined jacket
with white PAW, Sizes S, M, L,
XL $11 98
1 0B—Children's unlined jacket avail-
able in Sizes S (6-8), M (10-12), L
(14-16) $10.98
IOC—Adult orange light lined jacket
with PAW. Sizes S, M, L, XL $16 98
#11 A—Adult navy light lined jacket
with CLEMSON UNIVERSITY Sizes
S, M, L, XL $16.98
1 1 B—Adult navy also available in pile
lining. Sizes S, M, L, XI $21.98
lie—Child's navy light lined jacket.
Sizes S (6-8), M (10-12), L (14-
16) $15,98
#12—Roll up nylon rain hat. Sizes 6'/s,
7, 7V8, 7V4, 7%, 7V2. 75/8 $4.95
#13—Adult short sleeve orange foot-
ball jersey. 100% cotton. Sizes S, M.
L, XL $6 98
#14A—Adult natural football jersey,
100% cotton. Sizes S, M, L, XL $7 50
14B—Children's natural football jer-
sey, 100% cotton. Sizes XS (2-4), S
(6-8), M (10-12), L (14-16) ... $6 50
#15A—Adult orange football jersey,
50% cotton, 50% polyester. Sizes S,
M, L, XL $7.50
15B—Youth orange football jersey,
50% cotton, 50% polyester. Sizes S
(6-8), M (10-12), L (14-16) . . . $6.50
#16—Adult nylon mesh golf or tennis
shirt available in white or navy. Sizes
S, M, L, XL $9.98
#17—Orange golf hat with TIGER
PAW & adjustable strap $4 98
#18A—Old fashioned glasses with
TIGER PAW. Set of 8 $13.50
18B—Old fashioned glasses with
COLLEGE SEAL done in silver Set of
8 $14,50
#19A—Highball glasses with TIGER
PAW Set of 8 $12 50
198—Highball glasses with COL-
LEGE SEAL done in silver. Set of
8 $13.50
#20—Small mug CLEMSON/PAW
crest metal tankard. 10 oz, . $6.98
#21—Ash tray 5 in. diameter metal
W/PAW $4.98
#22—Large mug CLEMSON/PAW
crest metal tankard. 16 oz. . . . $8,98
#23—Adult's golf or tennis shirt, 50%
polyester, available in orange. Sizes
S, M, L, XL $10 49
#24—Adult's SWEAT SHIRT orange,
navy, or white with TIGER PAW,
Sizes S, M, L, XL $6.98
#25—Adult white T-Shirt with navy
tnm Sizes S, M, L, XL $3.79
#26—Adult navy or orange T-Shirt with
CLEMSON & PAW Sizes S, M, L,
XI $3 79
#27—Adult SWEAT SHIRT with SEAL,
orange only Sizes S, M, L, XL $6.98
#27—Adult T-SHIRT with CLEMSON;
navy or orange. Sizes S, M, L,
XL $3.79
Limited Edition Prints
Available from the Clemson University Athletic Department
Print size 24" x 34V2" / Image area llVi" x SIVz"
The Athletic Department is offering a magnifi-
cent limited edition that will prove to be a collec-
tor's item. Only 1500 signed and numbered prints
are available. Each has been personally inspected
by the artist and bears a small tiger paw emblem
with handwritten date of issue.
Artist Cheryl Crawford Nute encompasses a
sensitive portrayal of realism with an uncom-
promising gaze that cannot be forgotten. The
craftsmanship of this reproduction is superb and
should be included in the collections of inspired
Clemson supporters and print collectors alike.
The original painting will be on display at the
Frank J. Jervey Athletic Center through November.
Send order early to
avoid disappointment
$35
Please add $2.25 for postage and handling.









Clemson, South Carolina 29631
IfYouVeWantedaPlace atthe Lake.
Chickasaw Point is a
1,200-acre community on
Lake Hartwell, one of the
biggest and best fishing lakes
in the country. If you buy a
homesite or a home at Chick-
asaw Point, you can enjoy
swimming, boating, tennis,
a country club atmosphere
and a rolling, hill- country
golf course that's one of the
most challenging in the
Southeast.
Your property is protected
by 24-hour security and
established architectural
covenants guarantee the
quality of your environment.
Fifty private residences
have already been built at
Chickasaw Point, in a quiet,
rural setting that's conve-
nient to shopping, medical
facilities and a major inter-
state highway.
The climate is mild, the
cost of living reasonable. You
can build now, for weekends
and vacations, and look for-
ward to year 'round living
after retirement.
To reach Chickasaw Point,
exit 1-85 at the Fair Play, S.C.
exit. Drive west on SC High-
way 59, one mile to the vil-
lage of Fair Play. Turn left
and drive south on SC
Fiighway 182, following
signs to SC Scenic 11. Turn
right, then take the first left
to the Chickasaw Point
entrance. For more informa-
tion, you can write or call
Chickasaw Point, P.O. Box
68, Fair Play, S.C. 29643, Tel:
(803) 882-3800.
Obtain HUD property report from
developer and read it before signing any-
ttning. HUD neittier approves the merits
of thie offering nor the value of the property
as an investment, if any
This offer void in states where prohibited
by law.


















































Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness
Where the Tigers play;
Here the sons of dear old Clemson,
Reign supreme alway.
CHORUS
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph
And with all our might
That the Tiger's roar may echo
O'er the mountain height.
Words By A. C. Corcoran, '19
Music by Dr. Hugh McGarity
CLEMSON
Alumni Loyalty Fund-
Many Things To Many People
The\' are doctors, lawyers, teachers,
farmers, businesspersons, military
strategists, public servants. They ha\ e a lot
going for them. The\ ha\ e an opportunity to
grow. And their roots are here on this cam-
pus. They are former students of this institu-
tion in the foothills of South Carolina.
Clemson University has been in\oK ed
in pro\ iding one of this nation's most \ ital
resources since 1893. Yet, the educational
capabilities of Clemson continue to mount,
and the Unix ersity has a vibrant incentix e to
demonstrate its al)ility, and an objective
yardstick to measure it.
As Clemson University continues its
contribution to the development of this state,
it remains an indispensable part of its future.
Combine capacity , abilitx and opportimity
and you conclude that potential is \ irtually
unlimited.
It is, with your help. Graduates, former
students and friends ofClemson are not only a
source of pride for the University but a
monumental strength in undergirding its
educational programs with annual inx est-
ments in the institution through the Clemson
Alumni Loyalty Fiuid and other dex elopment
opportunities at the University.
But greater challenges lie ahead. Know-
ledge has multiplied beyond comprehension;
the domestic and world situations ha\ e be-
come unwieldy and precarious. To make sure
performance measures up to j^otential, Clem-
son University utilizes wisely and frugally ev-
ery source of aid possible from all sectors of a
free society— pri\ ate citizens and founda-
tions, business and industrial organizations,
state and federal governments.
Now, more than ex er before, Clemson
needs you, \ our interest, and your in\ est-
ment in education. Now, more than ever be-







It's just as true in textiles as it is in football. And
we think we have one of the best teams in any
league! Our people are dedicated and hard-
working. And they pull together to make
our products even better.
At J. P. Stevens, every team
member is important to us. And we
know our employees like playing
for a wmner. So, the next time you
buy Stevens products, you can be
sure there's the Stevens spirit of
teamwork woven into every yard!
J.P Stevens&Co. , Inc.
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
Oconee Savings 8c Loan
Building With Common Cents
We've Been Serving Oconee County Since 1924
Seneca • Walhalla • Westminster
FSLIC
F«l*r»J Savings & La*n Iniufmci Corp







The second time around, things are always somewhat easier. You get
the kinks out. you smooth the rough edges — such is the feeling of
Clemson women's basketball coach Annie Tribble, who is beginning her
second year at Tigertown.
"Last year, there was a penod of getting to know each other which is
basic with a new coach," said the highly successful Coach Tribble. "But
this year, we will know where we stand right from the start.
"
Listening to Coach Tribble, one might get the impression that the
1 976-77 season was a bad year. But to the contrary, the Lady Tigers
posted a 22-9 season slate, winning 19 of their final 23 games after a
disastrous start. Included in that blazing finish was a win over South
Carolina State, who later captured the state championship, as well as a
trip to the AIAW Regionals in t\/lemphis.
But for the coming year, the Tiger coach is optimistic. "'We came on
strong at the end of the year last season, with the help of some of our
younger players, like Bobbie Mims and Kathy Wilson, and with the added
year of experience, we should be a better unit, ' said Coach Tribble. "We
have a lot of depth and some new players who should add a lot to our
attack.""
Heading the list of returnees is last year s leading scorer, forward
Donna Forester, who was elected team captain. The senior from Carnes-
ville, Georgia tallied 61 1 points one year ago and with her two year totals
at Anderson college, has now pumped in 2,236 points. That averages out
to better than 20 points per game. She also chipped in 123 assists and
had 76 steals to better than 20 points per game. She also chipped in 1 23
assists and had 76 steals last year. "She is the most complete basketball
player I have ever been around," said Coach Tribble, who tutored the
red-headed Forester during Forester's first two seasons at Anderson.
We look tor a great senior year out of her."
With the addition of point guard Drema Greer, a transfer from Ander-
son, Coach Tribble will be able to move last year's quarterback, Bobbie
Mims, to one of the wing positions, and that should make both better
players. "Drema will give us great experience and leadership at the
point," said Coach Tribble. "She is a very polished player, coming off the
two national championship teams at Anderson. And Bobbie, who really
made us go last season, will be a natural for the wing. She is a good
scoring threat and possesses a natural eye for the passing end of the
game. The addition of Drema should make both parts of our attack
better ' Last year. Mims, a sophomore from Bowman, S. C, averaged 1
1
points per game and more importantly, added a school record 1 72 assists
to the cause. Another returnee, Bette Paulling, is having to overcome a
knee injury but should be an improved player this season.
The forward slot, with Donna Forester, should be a strong area for the
Lady Tigers. A new face to this position, one with considerable talent, will
be freshman Cissy Bristol, the daughter of Atlanta Braves manager Dave
Bristol. " She was an outstanding high school player and is going to be one
of our best this season," said Coach Thbble. " She is a great baseline
player and a good passer. " Coach Tribble commented that Roxianna Lee
and Debra Buford also have the ability to help the squad this year.
The inside game should also be a strong part of the Tiger attack. Here,
the cousin of Tiger forward Donna Forester, Janet, will once again be a
viable force. Last year she averaged 15 points per game and has scored
1 ,008 in her first two seasons. Additionally, Coach Tribble will be counting
on two returnees from last year, sophomore Kathy Wilson (6,9 points) and
senior Susan Reynolds (4.8 points). "Both have improved a great deal
from last year, Kathy with the year's experience and Susan, with the
playing time after she had sat out a year, " commented Coach Tribble.
"We also have a pair of walkons, Gretchen Becker from Seneca, S. C.
and Ray Swygert of Columbia. S. C. who have the ability to help us out
mside, " Coach Tribble said. "Also, freshman Debbi Hammond, from
Charleston, S. C, was an outstanding high school player as well as
student and she will be a big addition to our program."
Looking toward the 1 977-78 schedule, Coach Tribble called it "another
tough one. The Tigers open with Tennessee in Knoxville, play a com-
plete slate of the Atlantic Coast Conference teams, participate in the
Carolina Christmas Tournament in Chapel Hill, and host the state tour-
nament the last week in February. "It will be a tough challenge with the
group of teams we will play, " stated Coach Thbble. "But we look forward
to the competition, the second time around.
"
' > ^ "" ^
2
1 . Annie Tribble led the Lady Tigers to a fine 22-9 record and to the AIAW
Regionals in her first year at the Clemson helm last winter. She earned
Kellogg's Coach of the Year honors as the Palmetto State's top major
college women's coach for the 76-77 season. 2. Cousins Donna (left) and
Janet Forester averaged better than 33 points a game as a duo last
winter, and totalled some 20 rebounds as well. 3. Bobbie Mims, Clem-
son's third leading scorer last winter, joined Donna and Janet Forester on




Photos by Jimmy Skinner, Communications Center
Graphics by Joseph King. Joseph King and Associate^.
By Margaret Pridger)
Department of Public fielations
pie, running isn't mere exercise.
It's a way of life. '
I've been doing it so long now it's hard to
stop," says Paul Holmes, a math professor at
' lemson who ruf^Sbgut 4p,i»iie&a week^^^^L
Zoologist At-hte bversole adds, 'It'g sort bf a positive
addiction with me, I guess. I know when I don't run because
I don't feel as good.
"it tires you physically, but makes you more alert men-
tally."
Although it's only a sampling of the number of people
who jog or run regularly, there are more than 1 75 Clemson
students, faculty and staff members participating in the
"100 Mile Club" for runners and swimmers started last
spring by Fike Recreation Center.
Athletes who reach that mark are awarded a T-shirt.
Holmes and a colleague in math, Don LaTorre, recently
became the first runners to capture the prized 1,000-mile
shirt. Holmes was also'the first athlete to log 100 miles in
both swimming and running.
Intramural athletic director Banks McFadden' says re-
sponse to the idea of the club has been greater than he
anticipated.
At mid-August, the club had 16 participants in swimming
and 161 in running. Four swimmers and 39 runners had
passed the 100 mile mark and more than half are at work
on the 1 ,000 milestone.
Swimming and run
resented in the club now, but McFadden says^'if som
signs».up and wall
Most runners a
back in shape or sta
while, though, the ru
feature of the rulner'
sleeping.
LaTorre, who runs
cause "I can do it anywhere, alone or with others. This
summer, we camped at Cade's Cove, Tennessee, and I
ran every morning along a 10 mile road and saw deer,
rabbits, foxes."
Many of the Clemson athletes run at lunch over a scenic
four mile cross-country course west of the stadium that
takes them by the rugby and football practice fields, along
the old Seneca River bed, and up a rather steep hill to
traverse the dike along Lake Hartwell.
But on any given day, at almost any daylight hour, you're
likely to see at least a couple of runners — young and old,
male and female — somewhere along the course.
"You see all kinds of people — whole familes — out
there running. It's really sort of a social event," says Ever-
sole, and Holmes agrees.
"I usually run with other people. It makes it a little nicer,"
he says. "We don't run so hard we can't have a little
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We Do All Phases of Concrete Work
• Steps • Floors • Walks
• Patios • Drive-ways
CENTRAL CONCRETE
& PLASTER, INC.








The purpose of that rotating
disk on your electric meter is
tomeasure the amount ofpower
being used.
The more you're using, the
faster it goes. And the higher
your monthly bill will be.
Keep that in mind. And use
electricity wisely.
Because whenever you waste






Formed only three short years ago,
Harrison has grown rapidly, completing
work in excess of $50 million and now
employing over 1,000 people.
We are naturally proud of our growth,
but even prouder of what we feel is the
reason for our growth . . , quality work at a
fair price. A simple statement, we admit,
but one that is the cornerstone for every
job we undertake.
Give us a call. We think you'll like the
way we do business.
HARRISOW ElectricalConstructors, Inc
Pelham Road /Post Office Box 568




All Games Full Network Unless Otherwise Noted




9:00 — Duke at Md. ^-^^
7 Saturday
2:00 — Duke at NCSU
4:00 — Md. at Wake
9:00 — SC at Clernson ^
11 Wednesday
9:00 — Md. at NCSU
14 Saturday
1:00 — UVa at NCSU
3:00 — UNC at Duke
15 Sunday
12:30 — Wake at UNC
16 Monday
9:00 — Clernson at Md.
18 Wednesday
8:00 — NCSU at UNC '
21 Saturday
2:00 — Maryland at UNC
4:00 — UVa at Clernson
25 Wednesday
9:00 — NCSU at Md.
26 Thursday
9:00 — UNC at Wake
28 Saturday
2:00 — NCSU at UVa
31 Tuesday
9:00 — Clernson at NCSU
FEBRUARY
2 Thursday
8:00 — Duke at Wake -
4 Saturday
2:00 — UVa at Wake
8 Wednesday
9:00 — UNC at Md
11 1 :00 — Md. at Clernson
15 8:00 — NCSU at Duke ^
9:00 — Clernson at UVa '"5
18 Saturday
2:00 — UVa at UNC
23 Thursday
9:00 — UNC at NCSU
25 Saturday
2:00 — NCSU at Wake






^ North Carolina TV
' South Carolina TV
Virginia TV
5 Washington TV
^ Washington and/or Virginia TV







































Buttons $ 1 .50
Buttons with Dangles 2.00
Pennants 2.00













Rain Coats 2.00 and 5.00
CONCESSION PRICES
Hot Dogs 500










Season Ticket Holders/Other Visitors: Sea-
son ticket holders and other visitors to the
stadium are requested to enter Gates 1 , 5, 9, 1 1
,
or 13.
Handicapped: A special entrance has been pro-
vided at Gate 2 for the handicapped.
High School: Special High school tickets are
sold at Gate 1 1 only.
Will Call: Should you have tickets at the will call
window, you will find them at Gate 9.
Gates 4, 6, 7, 8, 1 5 and 1 6 are closed pnor to the
games and are opened for exit purposes only.
PASS OUT CHECKS: Pass out checks will be
available at Gates 1 - 5 - 9 - 13. Any person
leaving stadium other than with team pass must
have pass out checks, as well as admittance stub
for other type tickets to be readmitted to game.
Ticket stubs will be secured in receptacles pro-
vided.
EMERGENCIES: First aid stations are located
under Section J on South side of Stadium and
under Section T on the North side. Trained
nurses are on hand all during the game. Should a
doctor be needed, ask any usher. Each usher
has been informed the seat location of doc-
tors. Ambulances are located at Gates 1 , 5, 8,
and 13.
TELEPHONES: Telephones are located at
Stadium Ticket Offices at Gates 1 , 5, 9 and 13,
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM: The public ad-
dress system is intended primarily for the infor-
mation of spectators concerning the game.
Please do not request the use of the public
address system to make social contacts at
the game.
RESTROOMS: Ladies' and men's restrooms are
located beneath the stands and can be reached
by exit from any portal.
LOST & FOUND: If any article is lost or found,
please report same to Gate 1 Information Booth.
CONCESSION STANDS: Concession stands
are located beneath all stands and can be
reached by exit from any portal. A concession
price list is published on this page.
EMERGENCY CALLS: Emergency calls are re-
ceived over the telephone located in the press
box, the number of which is listed with the
operator as Press Box, Clemson Memorial
Stadium.
NOTICE: Possession or consumption of al-
coholic beverages are prohibited by Act No.
550 of the General Assembly of South Caroli-
na, 1967, and rules of the Alcoholic Beverage
Control Commission in this stadium and the
surrounding area. By order of: S. C. Alcoholic
Beverage Control Commission.
NOTICE: Solicitation for any purpose is pro-
hibited at an athletic contest in Clemson
Memorial Stadium and Littlejohn Coliseum.
OPEN: 11 A.M. - 10P.M.













OFFICE FURNITURE • INTERIOR DESIGN & SPACE PLANNING
DUPUCATING & AUDIO-VISUAL EQUIPMENT
COMMERCIAL & SCHOOL SUPPUES
The R. L. Bryan Company





Your business is production — and you're good at it.
Yeargin is in the contract maintenance business — and
we're good at it. That s why you profit by choosing
Yeargin to be your partner in controlling maintenance
costs — and getting the job done on time.
Our work ranges across many industries and pro-
cesses — a strong factor as we organize your main-
the phases of facility maintenance — from routine
preventive maintenance and repairs — to capital
improvements.
Whether it's 1, 100, or 1,000 craftsmen you need,
call on Yeargin. We have the P-R-l-D-E and experience
in textiles, synthetic fibers, chemicals, metal fabrica-
tion, power generation, pulp & paper, pharmaceuticals.
tenance program. Together we will custom-tailor a 4 petro-chemical, steel, foundries, heavy assembly,
contract maintenance program to your spe-
l
^™'™^ machine tools, tire & rubber, glass, food pro-
clfic needs — and you can assign all or a I y I cessing, plastics, film, nuclear products, fur-
part of your maintenance responsibility to "^^^ niture, pollution control, and other industry
Yeargin.
.
installations to do your job well.
By choosing Yeargin for contract main- ^^^k When you think maintenance, think
tenance, you will profit from our thoroughly
| hR^ Yeargin — and call us for a discussion of
trained and experienced specialists in all YEARGIN
The P-R-l-D-E Builder
A full service contractor
services available under contract.
YEARGIN CONSTRUCTION COMPANY • P O BOX 6508 • GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA 29606 • 803/242-6960
